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 The agricultural ecosystem has become the largest non-ice-covered terrestrial 
ecosystem on the planet and has significant direct and indirect impacts on the global 
health of both the environment and humanity. Recent shifts in modern agriculture are 
beginning to focus on the health of soil versus a focus traditionally on crop health and 
yield at any cost. By managing farmland regeneratively, systems are able to reverse many 
of the problems created by conventional land management such as erosion and unwanted 
nutrient runoff, and simultaneously create opportunities to move C from the atmosphere 
back into the soil. While the ways in which farmland is managed are beginning a 
necessary shift, the ways in which soil fertility is measured in the process of monitoring 
and understanding these management changes also need to be adjusted. This dissertation 
aims to begin that adjustment by evaluating data commonly overlooked in traditional soil 
tests and the effectiveness of both standard and new soil health tests at prescribing 
fertilizer recommendations in regeneratively managed soils, and exploring the potential 
of high-throughput metagenome analyses as a means to measure soil health.  
 Organic Matter data collected from standard soils tests shows that statewide, SC 
has the potential to sequester 500,647 – 1,558,092 tons of atmospheric carbon per year 
with the adoption of no-till and cover cropping practices on its 1,967,288 acres of 
cropland. The yield-predictive capability of these same soil tests, as well as with Haney 
Soil Health tests, confirmed an expected yield-response to N fertilizer based on field 
trials, but both showed almost no soil test value that consistently correlated with actual 
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crop yields through two full corn-wheat-soybean crop rotations in the coastal plains of 
SC, bringing into question the effectiveness of current soil testing methods. Finally, the 
examination of 6” soil metagenomes throughout a single winter wheat crop showed that 
traditional versus regenerative land management practices had some significant impacts 
on the soil microbiomes’ potential ability to cycle and recycle nitrogen. These data show 
the need for continued reexamination of both current agricultural systems as well as the 
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In her famous book Silent Spring, published in 1962, Rachel Carson stated that 
“there are few studies more fascinating, and at the same time more neglected, than those 
of the teeming populations that exist in the dark realms of the soil. We know too little of 
the threads that bind the soil organisms to each other and to their world, and to the world 
above” [1]. While the intricacies of biochemical pathways and details of the complexities, 
interactions, and dependencies of the soil on its microbial world for nutrient cycling and 
mineralization have developed since then, knowledge of practices that sustain these 
functions has been known and practiced for far longer [2-4]. Despite the awareness of 
these, production agriculture is still dominated by high disturbance practices that ignore 
soil life and promote or result in soil compaction causing low infiltration and loss of 
topsoil through runoff, chemical dependency, declining nutrient density in food products, 
organic matter loss and atmospheric deposition of CO2 [5-7]. Beyond the physical and 
chemical management of the land in which most of the world’s food supply is produced, 
the ways in which agricultural soils are measured for health and fertility in the last 5-7 
decades have traditionally fostered continuation of these poor management practices.  
The increasing resurgence and popularity of farming using soil health or 
regenerative land management practices has resulted in changes in farming practices and 
perspectives. While the shift to these methods often appears slow, regenerative practices 
have a great potential to improve soil health and sustain agricultural productivity far 
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beyond the capacity of years if managed traditionally [8-15]. Additionally, along with the 
land management practices themselves, newer ways of measuring soil health and ways of 
interpreting and understanding the data available within the soil have created and offer 
future new potential ways to understand and define what a healthy soil really is [16-22]. 
The remainder of this dissertation aims to examine data from traditional soil tests as well 
as these new soil health tests and potentially useful metagenomic data through multiple 
traditional and regenerative farming practices. The data acquired will hopefully continue 
to evolve soil testing into a more accurate representation of what is really happening in 
agricultural soils as they relate to both environmental health and agricultural productivity. 
Chapter 2 will begin by exploring organic matter values acquired from standard 
soil tests on newly cover cropped farmland in the coastal plains of SC and how those 
values relate to the sequestration of carbon from the atmosphere and its movement back 
into terrestrial systems. Using soil organic matter values from standard soil tests taken in 
the 2-, 3-, and 4-years following the implementation of cover crops in three different 
projects, the temporal and annual quantity of atmospheric C sequestered to increase those 
values are calculated and extrapolated into potential C sequestration values for farmland 
across the state of SC if the same management practices were implemented state-wide. 
 While there is certainly useful information acquired from standard soil tests, such 
as the previously described organic matter and its relation to climate change and carbon 
sequestration, Chapter 3 compares the predictive capability and usefulness of standard 
versus newer soil health tests on regeneratively managed land. This study, over two full 
corn-wheat-soybean crop rotations, begins to provide data on what regeneratively 
managed soils look like through currently available measurement tools compared to 
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degraded soils of the last century. This chapter also aims to better understand what 
aspects of soil health tests are actually associated to crop productivity and yield in 
regeneratively managed fields, to answer the question of whether or not soil health tests 
are looking at the correct parameters when a more balanced soil ecosystem is present. 
 Lastly, based on the generation of more questions regarding the predictive 
usefulness of current soil tests discussed in Chapter 3, the potential usefulness of new, 
high technology and high throughput metagenomic analysis of soil’s genetic potential 
will be examined in Chapter 4. While limited to a single winter wheat crop, this study 
compares not only the soils metagenomic potential for cycling nitrogen within the soil, 
but also the structure and diversity of the microbial communities that are performing 
those important processes. Comparisons of four differing intensities of land management, 
from high disturbance/low diversity traditional management to low disturbance/high 
biodiversity regenerative management, will provide insight into how these land 
management practices directly impact the soil microbial community in the top 6 inches of 
the soil and its capability of cycling essential plant nutrients.  
 Chapter 5 concludes by summarizing the findings of these observations and 
experiments and describing where their findings will direct future, continued research. 
Appendix A is additional work published during the making of this dissertation. While 
not related to agriculture or the theme of re-evaluating soil health tests, it represents 





THE CARBON SEQUESTRATION POTENTIAL OF REGENERATIVE 
FARMING PRACTICES IN SOUTH CAROLINA, USA.
 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
Terrestrial ecosystems contributed to increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide 
(CO2) prior to the industrial era, but the rates of atmospheric CO2 input have since 
increased ~20x due not only to industrialization and fossil fuel combustion, but also from 
land-use conversion to agriculture and the introduction of industrial farming’s use of 
synthetic chemicals and high disturbance land management [5, 6, 23, 24]. Soils 
themselves contribute to atmospheric C levels, but these inputs vary widely across the 
planet and depend on natural variations in soil properties and climate in addition to 
anthropogenic influences from land-use conversion and land management practices [24]. 
With an estimated total C pool of ~2200 Pg, soils store as much as 4-times the C of plant 
and atmospheric pools [25-27]. Land management practices associated with industrial 
and production agriculture remove this carbon stock from the Earth not only via the 
burning of fossil fuels to run a wide range of heavy equipment, but also through 
extractive practices of monocropping and fallow periods, and extensive tilling that 
exposes existing soil organic matter (SOM) to increased microbial oxidation and 
decomposition [28]. These agricultural practices negatively affect SOM pools in a 
bidirectional manner; first, tillage increases the speed of crop residue decomposition by 
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soil microbes and their subsequent CO2 release from respiration; and second, leaving 
fields fallow between cash crops eliminates the opportunity to fix new C into the 
terrestrial system to generate organic matter. The loss of SOM from the conversion of 
natural to agricultural ecosystems has been well observed and intensively studied 
throughout history and has been shown to cause the most rapid losses, near 50% of the 
SOM in temperate zones, within the first 25 years of the land use transition [23, 29-31]. 
Changes in these destructive agricultural land management practices offer the potential to 
shift away from this lopsided movement of soil C into the atmosphere and subsequently 
reduce the need for additional land-use conversion by slowing, or over time eliminating, 
the loss of current farm/grazing land. 
The evolution of regenerative agriculture principles in recent years offers 
solutions to many of the unintended, self-inflicted consequences that stem from 
conventional land management, such as soil degradation and runoff, and the increased 
dependency of synthetic chemicals and intense tillage due to loss of soil biological 
function and natural nutrient cycling abilities [32-35]. Regenerative principles focus on 
building soil organic matter and promoting biodiversity through management practices 
that include reduced tillage and synthetic inputs, eliminating bare soil and fallow events, 
the implementation of multispecies cover crops in rotations to foster plant diversity, and 
the use of rotational grazing or animal manures [5, 29, 36]. By managing farmland to 
foster healthy, living soils, the resulting regenerative systems are able to combat the 
problems created by conventional land management while also creating opportunities to 
reduce the amount of CO2 respired into the atmosphere through soil microbial 
metabolism, and to move C from the atmosphere back into the soil [29, 31, 37, 38]. 
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Additionally, these management practices also often require less frequent use of farm 
equipment, therefore, reducing soil compaction and agricultural emissions from fossil 
fuel consumption. 
The act of harvesting sunlight through cover crop use when conventional fields 
are fallow results in more growing days in which CO2 is photosynthetically removed 
from the atmosphere. Additional benefits of cover cropping, especially when using multi-
species cover crop mixes, include nitrogen (N) scavenging, reduction in erosion, weed 
suppression, increased nutrient recycling, protection of water quality, enhanced wildlife 
habitat, and increased soil health through adding C to the soil not only as cover crop 
residues left to cover the soil, but also as root exudates from living plants, which attract 
soil microbes to the rhizosphere [29, 39, 40]. These root exudates are then microbially 
metabolized into different organic forms of carbon and other nutrients that mutualistically 
feed the plants and microbes alike. Reduction of tillage allows these terrestrial deposits of 
C to decompose at a slower rate, increasing soil fertility and structure while reducing 
erosion and the release of CO2 into the atmosphere from surface microbial metabolism 
[28, 40].  
In the loamy sand and sandy loam soils of the coastal plains of South Carolina, a 
warm climate provides the opportunity for almost year-round growing seasons for 
various crops. While warm and cool growing seasons offer more frequent opportunity for 
conventional management practices to degrade soil quality, it also creates additional 
opportunities for regenerative management practices to increase crop- and bio-diversity 
through multispecies cover crop rotations in both the warm and cool seasons. Using data 
from three different soil sample datasets from throughout the SC coastal plains region, 
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the effect of regenerative-based management practices on SOM was observed for 2-, 3-, 
and 4-year durations from the implementation of diverse cover cropping systems. SOM 
values were then used to quantify changes in soil carbon over time to estimate the 
atmospheric C-sequestration potential of regenerative farming practices in SC. 
2.2. SAMPLE COLLECTION & ANALYSIS 
2.2.1. Sample Locations and Collection 
 Composite standard 6.2-inch deep soil samples were collected from a total of 502 
sampling locations throughout Dillon and Marlboro Counties in the coastal plains of 
South Carolina, USA. All sampling locations have been under long-term conservation 
tillage regimes only utilizing subsoil and/or strip tillage once or twice each year. The 
farms sampled in this study all began implementing multispecies cover crops at the start 
of their respective project (described below). By implementing these regenerative-based 
practices, the involved farmers have substantially limited or completely eliminated 
traditional fertilizer and other chemical applications, typically only applying N fertilizer 
as needed.  
Data were collected from these sampling locations for three separate projects that 
have ranged in duration from two to four years, one of which concluded at the end of 
2017 and two of which are ongoing. Sample set locations are shown in Figure 2.1 and 
individual project descriptions can be found in Table 2.1. Thirteen of the 502 sampling 
locations were from a 2013 SC NRCS Conservation Innovation Grant (CIG) titled “Using 
CO2-Burst Tests to Measure On-Farm Plant Available Nitrogen from Cover Cropped 
Soils in South Carolina” and were sampled biannually a total of 9 times between Nov. 
2013 and Nov. 2017. 40 sampling locations were from two experiment.com crowdfunded 
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research projects titled “How much Fertilizer do We Really Need?”, and “No But 
Seriously, How Much Fertilizer Do We Really Need?” through the University of South 
Carolina and were sampled a total of 7 times biannually between Dec. 2014 and Nov. 
2017. The remaining 449 locations were private crop consulting sample points monitored 
between Oct. 2015 and Nov. 2017 as needed by Humic Hope, LLC throughout cash and 
cover crop rotations. These three sampling groups result in 4-, 3-, and 2-year long 
sampling groups, respectively, allowing for a staggered temporal observation of organic 
matter (OM) change. 
 The 2013 CIG samples were collected as composite zone samples based on soil 
series, the experiment.com samples were all from 60’ x 100’ plot composites, and the 
Humic Hope samples were all from within a 15’ radius of specific GPS points. All points 
and/or field plots were flagged and GPS logged for consistent sampling throughout each 
project’s duration. Initial and final samples for each site used in this study were taken at 
the same time of year to eliminate bias from seasonal fluctuations. All composite soil 
samples were sent to Clemson University’s Agricultural Services Laboratory (Clemson, 
SC, USA) for standard soil tests and % OM. SOM is nonhomogenous, not chemically 
well-defined, and cannot be directly measured [31]; so here data from loss on ignition 
(LOI) protocols was used as a proxy indicator of total SOM. Percentage SOM data was 
compiled for each of the three individual sampling groups initial and final/most recent 
sampling date to represent 2-, 3-, and 4-year changes in SOM after switching from 
conventional fallow periods to regenerative multispecies cover cropping practices.  
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2.2.2. Statistical Analysis 
 %OM data for each of the three groups were compiled for their respective initial 
sampling and final sampling events and the total OM change between those sampling 
events for each sampling point was calculated. Based on an Anderson Darling Normality 
Test, a total of 16 OM change values were determined to be outliers and were excluded 
from the data analysis (Minitab© 18 Statistical Software, State College, PA, USA). All 
16 outliers were from the large two-year, 449 sample-set, reducing that sample set size to 
433 and the total combined size of all three experiments to 486. By testing the change in 
OM for normality rather than individual initial and final sampling point data, sampling 
points where only one sampling event was outside of the acceptable range were detected 
and removed, eliminating the removal and biasing of sampling points in higher or lower 
%OM soils that have consistently higher or lower OM values throughout the sampling 
time frame. Some of the statistically removed data points were visually obvious as data 
entry errors in soil test reports, such as missing decimal points within values. These 
points were left removed from the analysis as to not create additional bias. 
 Paired t-tests were performed on the initial and final OM percentages for the 
entire dataset as a whole, and on each sampling group independently. Additionally, the 
OM change per year was calculated based on the initial and final OM measures for all 
individual samples from each of the three experiments and used to perform a one-way 
ANOVA based on soil texture. The resulting t-test and ANOVA means were then used to 
calculate OM and soil organic carbon (SOC) quantities per unit area using standard 




 Paired t-tests on the initial and final sampling values for the entire dataset resulted 
in a mean %OM increase of 0.1191 (p≤0.001). Without accounting for differences in time 
since implementation of cover cropping between groups, this change in %OM translates 
to a total OM increase of 2,382 lbs./ac (2,670 kg/ha) for a sampling area that totals 
roughly 5,000 acres (Figure 2.2). When split into their respective sampling groups, the 4-
year 2013 CIG sample set did not have any outlying data points removed, leaving the 
total sample number at 13. Paired t-tests on this sample set resulted in a mean %OM 
increase of 0.5462 (p≤0.001), translating to an average increase of roughly 2,731 lbs. 
OM/ac/year for the 4-year sampling duration. The 3-year experiment.com sample set had 
a larger sample size of 40 with no outlying data points removed and had a mean %OM 
increase of 0.11 (p≤0.001), translating to roughly 733 lbs. OM/ac/year. The final 2-year 
Humic Hope sample set had a substantially larger sample number of 433 sampling points 
after 16 outliers were removed. This group had a mean %OM change of 0.1072 
(p≤0.001), translating to roughly 1,072 lbs. OM/ac/year. Changes in each individual 
group are shown in Figure 2.3. 
 The mean increase in soil OM for each individual groups t-test above was then 
used to calculate OM and soil organic carbon (SOC) quantities per unit area per year 
assuming the estimated average values of 2,000,000 lbs. of soil per acre and a soil C 
content of 58% [28, 37]. Table 2.2 shows the soil OM and SOC quantities for each 
sampling group per year as well as the entire dataset. Average increases of 1,072; 733; 
and 2,731 lbs. OM/acre/year correspond to 622; 425; and 1,584 lbs. C/acre/year 
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sequestered from the atmosphere and deposited into the soil from the 2-, 3-, and 4-year 
sampling groups, respectively. 
 One-way ANOVA analysis of soil texture characteristics on the mean OM 
changes showed no significant differences between the OM increases observed in the 7 
soil textures sampled. One single sample in the large Humic Hope data set was from a 
sandy clay loam and had a mean increase of 7000 lbs. OM/ac/year but was excluded from 
additional analysis and interpretation due to that soil texture only having a single sample 
(n=1). This resulted in 6 soil textures (sand, loamy find sand, loamy sand, sandy loam, 
fine sandy loam, and loam) for analysis with annual mean rates of change for ranging 
from 600 lbs. OM/ac/year in fine sandy loams to 1800 lbs. OM/ac/year in sands. Table 
2.3 shows the mean percentage and OM/ac rates of change per year for each soil texture. 
2.4. DISCUSSION 
2.4.1. Agricultural Implications 
Conventional agricultural practices generally deplete soil OM content through 
aggressive monocropping, tillage, fallow periods, and synthetic chemical use [29, 40, 41]. 
Tilling exposes additional soil surface area to microbial oxidation, increasing the rate of 
SOM decomposition [28, 40] and increasing microbial respiration and release of CO2 into 
the atmosphere, which is why conventional agricultural land management generates a 
temporal decline in SOM, especially if residues and cover crops are not utilized to 
resupply organic material to SOM-generating microbes. Understanding the ways in 
which these soil microbes regulate soil C and the relationships they have with plant root 
systems are important to increasing agricultural efficiency and reducing atmospheric CO2 
inputs [42]. The use of mixtures of multiple species within a cover crop is known to 
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increase SOC more than a single-species cover crops would due to increased 
belowground biomass and diversity [40, 43].  Additionally, a recent study from Sokol and 
Bradford [44] has shown that microbial formation of stable soil C is much more efficient 
through the rhizosphere than in bulk soil, providing experimental support for the use of 
multispecies cover crops that can generate a diverse rhizosphere during traditionally 
fallow periods comprised of much less efficient bulk soil between cash crops. By using 
data combined from three separate experiments that have shifted from conventional 
fallow periods into the regenerative-based practice of using multispecies cover crops over 
different durations of time, the change in soil OM due to cover crop use was able to be 
measured over time. Additionally, the large and highly dispersed sample set from the 
Humic Hope 2-year project allowed for a wide variety of soil types and textures to be 
examined and compared, showing that multiple types of coastal plains soils’ have the 
potential to increase in OM content through cover crop implementation. 
The initial intent of the projects included in this study was not to examine 
terrestrial and atmospheric C exchanges but was for purposes strictly pertaining to soil 
fertility and agricultural productivity. Because of these initial scopes, additional 
information useful for C sequestration analysis, such as atmospheric CO2 levels at 
sampling sites, cash and cover crop biomass, or number of growing days, was not 
recorded during any of the three projects analyzed here. Data presented here is limited to 
standard agricultural soil sampling methods pertaining to physical and chemical analysis 
of composite 6.2” deep soil samples to be representative of broad field locations. Despite 
the absence of additional atmospheric data, the %OM data provided by these standard 
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agricultural samples has generated a range of potential C sequestration rate increases 
based on the implementation of cover crops during traditionally fallow periods. 
Data used in this study came from a total of nine different farms throughout the 
coastal plains region of SC (Humic Hope = 3 farms; experiment.com = 1 farm; 2013 CIG 
= 5 farms), each of which have slightly different soil profiles and intensities of 
regenerative-based land management. Through reduced tillage and chemical inputs, along 
with the introduction of multi-species cover crops between cash crops, the fields in this 
current study were able to generate an average collective soil C input of 1,382 lbs./ac in 
no less than two years of regenerative-based management. When divided up into 
sampling groups based on time since implementing cover crops (2-, 3-, and 4-years), 
increases in soil %OM ranged from 733 – 2,731 lbs. OM/ac/year (Figure 2.3), pertaining 
to average soil C increases of 425 – 1,584 lbs./ac/year. While we hypothesize that longer 
durations of regenerative farming practices will increase soil OM percentages and 
therefore, soil C, this observational dataset lacks any conventionally managed control 
plot(s) and is not complete enough to test that hypothesis. Also, while a majority of the 
Humic Hope acreage saw cover crops or cool-season crops in this two-year sample 
period, some land was fallow over the cool season. Additional monitoring of larger 
sample sets, such as the current 2-year Humic Hope data set, and incorporation of 
additional conventionally managed controls on these soil types through upcoming years 
will provide a much more accurate, experimental indication of rates of soil OM change 
from regenerative-based farming practices. 
A traditional 6.2-inch furrow-slice of loamy sand soil, typical in the coastal plains 
of South Carolina, with 1% organic matter and an average bulk density of 1.55 g/cm3 will 
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have roughly 21,000 lbs. of organic matter [45]. This means that a SOM increase of only 
0.1% would be an addition of 2,100 lbs. of new organic matter per acre. The 2012 USDA 
Census of Agriculture reports the total cropland in SC to be 1,967,288 acres with an 
average farm size of 197 acres [46]. Based on our observed top 6.2” average SOC change 
values, this creates potential atmospheric C sequestration of 50 - 156 tons per year for a 
single average farm in SC, and 500,647 – 1,558,092 tons statewide if regenerative 
practices were implemented. These estimates are based solely on coastal plans soils, 
however, and actual values will differ due to varying soil types throughout the state.  
Fine silts and clays, or “heavy” soils are more likely to have higher organic matter 
content than “lighter”, sandy soils like those in the coastal plains of SC [47]. This 
phenomenon has been shown true for soils throughout SC, from “heavy” piedmont soils 
to “light”, sandy coastal soils, through compiled data provided by Humic Hope, LLC 
from over 2100 soil samples from across the state and can be seen in Table 2.4. 
Categorizing OM samples in this study by their soil texture resulted in a range of seven 
differing soil textures; a sandy clay loam, sands, loamy fine sands, loamy sands, sandy 
loams, fine sandy loams, and loams as defined by the Soil Web Survey [48]. Only one 
sample in the study was from a sandy clay loam, so that texture was excluded from 
comparison against other textures mean values due to its limiting sample size (n=1). The 
means of the final recorded OM values for these soil textures were compared and 
coincides with the above phenomenon of “light” and “heavy” soils, but when the rates of 
OM change per year for these textures was calculated and analyzed using a one-way 
ANOVA, the changes were variable, ranging from 600 lbs. OM/ac/year to 1800 
lbs./ac/year, but no significant differences were found between the six soil textures 
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(Table 2.3). Additionally, while the differences were not significant, the variability in the 
rates of change did not follow the same trend of increasing OM from “light” to “heavy” 
soils observed from total OM sample measures above. This variability of OM rates of 
change demonstrates that soil texture did not necessarily amplify, limit, or restrict its 
ability to improve OM content and sequester C. This variability in annual OM rates of 
change for the different soil types suggests that geographical and environmental factors 
that can be highly variable between sampling points, such as relief and rainfall, may be 
more influential on the atmospheric C sequestration potential of soils than a soils physical 
texture, even when they are managed using regenerative-based practices. Figure 2.4 
shows the differences in C sequestration rates between six of the seven soil textures from 
this study and the final calculated soil C levels for the respective soil textures.  
This data supports the concept that, regardless of soil texture, the transition from 
conventional agricultural land management to regenerative-based practices has the 
potential to sequester a substantial amount of atmospheric C in addition to creating soil 
hydrological and biological health benefits that influence crop health and yield. These 
benefits have been seen and demonstrated first-hand by the farmers involved in this 
project, who since the implementation of cover crop use have had some of their best 
recorded wheat and soybean yields. These improved yields also show that increasing C 
sequestration through agricultural management practices doesn’t have to be at the 
expense of farmers, but rather creates additional benefit.  
2.4.2. Relation to Cultural Barriers 
 The purpose of the soil sampling that acquired the data used in this analysis was 
not to generate new or practical knowledge of the impacts of land management and cover 
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crop use on C sequestration, but was rather to acquire data on the impacts of these 
practices on soil fertility and how changing management practices could provide 
financial and environmental benefits to farmers and producers in SC. Current paradigms 
of production agriculture displace monetary and environmental burdens onto farmers and 
producers who are pressured to generate the highest possible yields at all cost. Through 
approaching these farmers and producers with a potential ease some of these burdens by 
contributing to sustainable fertility on their land though cover crop implementation, 
subsequent analysis of soil fertility data only later revealed the additional benefit of these 
practices to increased carbon sequestration via increasing SOM percentages. 
Despite the fact that agriculture could substantially benefit from an increased 
knowledge-base regarding climate due to the obvious link between climate and on-farm 
decision-making and yield outcomes [49-51], farmers tend to be conservative individuals 
who are often suspicious or apprehensive of environmentally motivated interventions or 
research intentions [38]. Keeping these cultural perspectives in mind, the necessary future 
research concerning the impacts of agricultural practices on climate change should be 
pursued in a manner that is respective to farmers perspective and is aimed at benefitting 
their involvement and bottom line to alleviate not only global climate burdens, but to 
acknowledge their direct needs by improving the quality and fertility of their soil. 
Farmers are particularly vulnerable to climate variability since their livelihood is 
dependent on it [49, 52], so a land management strategy targeted at relieving the burdens 
of industrial agriculture, while simultaneously alleviating the global burdens of climate 
change will directly benefit the farmers/producers while increasing their understanding of 
the significance of climate change on their operation. Creation of educational and 
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mutually beneficial relationships will also increase the likelihood of farmer involvement 
in future research. 
2.5. LIMITATIONS 
The observed changes in soil OM percent shown here and their respective 
projected sequestered atmospheric C are calculated based on average values of soil bulk 
density rather than specific measurements that were unavailable for the sample sites used 
in this analysis, limiting the specificity of C sequestration potential to a generalized value 
for coastal plains soils. Additionally, data presented here do not include two additional 
factors that would likely further increase the quantity of total atmospheric C sequestered 
from multispecies cover crop use. Firstly, while the above values account for the 
transition of atmospheric C to terrestrial C as SOM, they do not consider the additional 
terrestrial C in the form of soil inorganic carbon (SIC) and the changes in these 
concentrations over time under regenerative land management practices. SIC is a mineral 
form of C in the soil, made up of various forms of carbonate [CaCO3, CaMg(CO3)2, 
Na2CO3, FeCO2]. Lorenz and Lal [53] estimate SIC stocks in arid regions to be 700-1700 
Pg in the top meter of soil, but these stocks are not well studied or defined in temperate 
regions or at depth. While SIC is known to be a large terrestrial C pool and plays an 
important role in the global C cycle, especially in arid and semi-arid environments, there 
is debate on the movement of C through this system and the potential effects it could 
have on atmospheric CO2 [54, 55]. 
The second limitation of this study is that the data were collected using standard 
soil sampling methods that only use and test the traditional top 6.2-inch furrow-slice of 
soil at any given sampling point. The roots of many cash and cover crops go well beyond 
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this 6.2” depth, creating a much larger potential area for atmospheric C deposition into 
the terrestrial environment that is not accounted for in this observational study. Depth 
samples were taken on a random selection of 12 of the 40 plots from the 3-year sampling 
group during this study and average %OM values for different depths up to 24” show that 
while there is a decline in %OM below the top 6” (Table 2.5), a surprising amount of 
OM is present in the subsoil. The observed decline in %OM with depth is expected and 
has been shown to be more dramatic in no-till systems due to the increased levels of 
SOM near the surface [41].  
2.6. CONCLUSION 
The mean SOM and soil C values across all sampling points as a whole and 
within each duration group have all increased significantly in as few as 2 years under 
regenerative agricultural management practices across seven different soil textures, 
removing an average of 425-1,584 lbs. atmospheric C/acre/year in the coastal plains of 
SC. While the intent of the soil sampling used in this study was not to understand 
terrestrial and atmospheric C exchanges but was rather to better understand soil fertility 
while transitioning from conventional fallow periods to regenerative cover cropping 
practices, it is quite clear that in addition to the agricultural benefits to soil health and 
structure, the implementation of these practices fosters an additional benefit of 
atmospheric C sequestration. To fully understand the carbon sequestration potential of 
regenerative agriculture, long-term prospective studies focused on atmospheric and 
terrestrial C need to be conducted with conventionally managed controls and include 
depth profiles and SIC pools. Farmers’ concerns, however, must be integrated into the 
development of this future climate-related research, such as the inclusion and translation 
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of research goals into short- and long-term crop impacts, as well as on-farm education 
and interpretation of data. This will acknowledge the perspective of farmers and foster 
future participation in climate- and environment-driven research. 
The key element in this study is the use of regenerative farming practices to 
reverse the direction of C flow in atmospheric and terrestrial ecosystems. Fostering soil 
biology is key to this shift and is an effective way to increase SOM, but this process itself 
is actually dependent on plant communities sequestering atmospheric CO2 and generating 
root exudates for microbes [26, 36]. Implementation of cover cropping allows this 
exchange to occur, undisturbed by tillage and chemical use, for more photosynthetically 
active days than conventional farming, resulting in a significant increase in the amount of 
CO2 sequestered from the atmosphere and deposited into soil organic matter that will 
further foster healthy agriculture. Shifting to such regenerative practices creates a 





2.7. FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
Figure 2.1: Map of Sampling Point Locations and Farms. Locations of farms 
containing the thirteen 2013 CIG farms are shown as triangles on the map with the 
number of sampling zones (zoned by soil type) in parentheses. The 433 Humic Hope 
GPS located sampling sites are marked as circles on the map mostly in Dillon and 
Marlboro Counties near the NC border. The 40 Experiment.com plots (CC01-CC40) 
adjacent to Highway 57 northwest of Little Rock, SC are displayed on the map insert. 
Map Sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P, NRCan, Esri 
Japan, M ETI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri Korea, Esri (Thailand), MapmyIndia, 





Figure 2.2: Total change in soil %OM for all samples. The mean soil %OM for all 
sampling locations from all sampling groups at the initial sampling event and at the 
final/most recent sampling event. Without accounting for time differences since cover 
crop implementation between groups, we observed a total mean %OM increase of 






Figure 2.3. %OM Change by Sampling Group. Bars represent the initial and 
final/most recent mean % soil OM values by sampling group. The 2-, 3-, and 4-year 
sampling groups all had statistically significant increases in %OM (p≤0.001 for all 3 
groups). The large error bars (SEM) in the 4-year group are likely due to the small 
sample size of that group, which is inconsistent between sampling groups and likely a 
confounder to any observed temporal relationship between the time since regenerative 




Figure 2.4. Mean Final Soil C values and Annual Rates of Soil C Increase by Soil 
Texture. Final Calculated Soil C means based on 2,000,000 lbs. of soil/ac and a soil C 
content of 58% [8, 17] are shown adjacent to each soil’s calculated Annual Rate of 
Change in soil C (actual values shown above bar). Increasing soil C content along the 
spectrum from lighter sands to heavier loams was expected, but the observed variability 
in the Mean Annual Soil C Increases supports the concept that management practices are 
capable of increasing soil C content regardless of texture, and that geographical and 
environmental factors may play more important roles in C sequestration potential than a 
soils physical texture. The total sample size of each soil texture is shown in parentheses 
on the X-axis. 





























Mean Final Soil C Values and Annual Increases Based on Soil 
Texture 
Final Soil C Values Annual Soil C Increase
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Table 2.1. Description of individual projects and sampling methods used. The project 
names, duration, number and type of samples used in the observational study of soil OM. 
Outliers removed from each sample set by Anderson-Darling Normality Tests are shown 











Humic Hope 2 449 15' radius around GPS points 16 
Experiment.com 3 40 60 x 100' plot composites 0 







Table 2.2. Mean increases in soil OM and C by sampling group. The mean OM 
changes by sampling group are shown here and include calculations into representative 
OM and C changes in lbs/ac/year and the equivalent kg/ha/year. These calculations are 
based on assumptions of an average of 2,000,000 lbs. of soil/ac and a soil C content of 
58% [28, 37]. 
Project Name 
(Description) Mean OM Change Mean C Change 
  %/year lbs/ac/year kg/ha/year lbs/ac/year kg/ha/year 
Humic Hope    
(n=433; 2-years) 
0.054 1072 1201 622 696 
Experiment.com  
(n=40; 3-years) 
0.037 733 821 425 476 
2013 CIG   
      (n=13; 4-years) 








Table 2.3. Mean Annual Rates of Change in Soil OM by Soil Texture. The mean rates 
of change in soil OM/year by soil texture. No statistically significant differences were 
found between the textures, even when the single sandy clay loam sample was excluded 
from analysis due to its small sample size (n). Values are shown as %OM change and as 
lbs. OM/ac based on 2,000,000 lbs. of soil/ac [8]. 
Soil Texture n 
Mean %OM 
Change/Year lbs. OM/ac/yr 
Sandy Clay Loam 1 0.35 7000 
Sand  15 0.09 1800 
Loamy Fine Sand  129 0.06 1200 
Loamy Sand  108 0.06 1276 
Sandy Loam  68 0.03 648 
Fine Sandy Loam  136 0.03 600 
Loam  29 0.07 1328 
 
 
Table 2.4. Compiled soil test organic matter values from single-event samples 
throughout SC by soil texture, as defined by the Soil Web Survey [48]. As soil texture 
becomes heavier, a protective effect on organic matter occurs, reflected by consistent 
increases in OM with texture from light to heavy. Sample data shown here is not 
indicative of OM levels achieved through regenerative management practices. The 
samples included in this large dataset include a range of management strategies from 
conventional to regenerative and are only indicative of general trends in soil texture 
properties related to OM. 
 










Sand 92 1.2 
Loamy Fine Sand 664 1.7 
Loamy Sand 358 1.8 
Sandy Loam 313 2.2 
Fine Sandy Loam 619 2.6 
Loam 109 3.6 
 
Table 2.5. %OM at depth in a random sampling from the 3-year (Experiment.com) 
plots. 12 of the 40 plots in this sampling set had depth profiles taken in 2017 that were 
split into three depth ranges (0-6”, 6-12”, and 12-24”) that were tested for standard soil 
nutrients and %OM, revealing the presence of soil OM well below the standard 6.2” 
depth used in traditional soil testing and additional potential for atmospheric C 
sequestration. 







COMPARING PREDICTIVE CAPABILITY OF THE MEHLICH 1 AND 
HANEY SOIL HEALTH TESTS ON REGENERATIVELY MANAGED 
SOIL FERTILITY AND CROP PRODUCTIVITY
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Soil fertility tests and their subsequent fertilizer application prescriptions have 
historically been derived from an almost exclusively chemical model [56] based on 
degraded, sterilized soils. Treating soil as a sterile medium in which to cultivate crops has 
resulted in a flawed system of mismanaged lands that have ignored the functional 
capacity of healthy, living soils and become dependent on chemical inputs. This chemical 
dependency further fosters a dependency on poor physical land management, often 
including tillage, long fallow periods, and short crop rotations that contribute to the loss 
of fertile agricultural land and the eutrophication of water systems worldwide, 
exacerbating the already significant problem of feeding, clothing and fueling the demands 
of a growing global population in which just over 1 in 9 people are already malnourished 
[7, 57-61].  
Historical research on the physical and chemical understanding of soils used the 
scientific method to acquire soil and agricultural fertility data, but in sterilizing soil to 
remove confounding biological factors, the data acquired was devoid of any living, 
functional systems, thus eliminating a chance to understand their effect on nutrient 
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cycling and management that would normally occur in healthy soils [62]. These 
incomplete data have directed the evolution of production agriculture to what it is today; 
the use of intensive physical disturbance through tillage and chemical disturbance 
through the use of fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, etc., to eliminate weeds, pests, and to 
acquire the highest possible yields [57, 63]. Thus, the genesis of currently used synthetic 
fertilizer recommendations is based on data derived from sterile or degraded soils and 
does not account for the biological capacity of healthy soil to cycle and recycle nutrients 
and organic matter (OM).  
As the most required limiting nutrient by most non-leguminous crops, various 
chemical forms of nitrogen (N) fertilizer are applied at rates typically determined by 
crop-specific removal rates and land grant university agricultural research, but there is 
also extensive research showing the inefficiency of N fertilizer applications and the 
subsequent runoff and groundwater contamination of the 50-65% of applied fertilizer that 
is not absorbed by the plant targets [64-68]. By increasing the accuracy of these N 
fertilizer recommendations to within roughly 20-39 kg/ha of actual need for specific 
crops and/or soils, producers could be more productive and profitable while reducing 
negative environmental impacts [69]. Recent increasing interest and research on the 
living, biological aspect of soils has led to the development of more environmentally 
relevant soil testing methods and respective fertilization prescriptions that, rather than 
being strictly chemical in overview, acknowledge the nutrient cycling functions within 
the living components of soil and support soil health management practices. Such new 
soil health-focused soil tests may offer a potential means to more accurately predict 
supplemental N and other fertilizer requirements. 
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3.1.1. Conventional Soil Testing 
The dawn of the industrial revolution, and later amplified following WWII, 
generated an agricultural system based on research that focused on the physical and 
chemical sciences of soil and their relationship to crop growth and productivity. Multiple 
studies and summaries of soil test development and availability have been written since 
1941 covering at least 19 different procedures specific for testing soil phosphorus (P) and 
potassium (K) and include a variety of soil extraction solutions, ratios, and methods [70-
75]. The southeastern region of the United States has traditionally used the Mehlich 1, or 
“double acid” extraction protocols developed in Raleigh, NC [76], but other extractants 
and methods are still commonly used in this region as well, including the Bray soil test 
[77] or the more recently developed Mehlich 3 [78] that is now used in North Carolina. 
Conventional soil testing at land-grant and private laboratories using this Mehlich 1 
extraction typically provide data on quantities of inorganic P, K, Calcium (Ca), 
Magnesium (Mg), Zinc (Zn), Manganese (Mn), Copper (Cu), Boron (B), and Sodium 
(Na), as well as non-nutrient measures of pH, cation exchange capacity (CEC), and 
acidity. OM, bulk density, conductivity, and aggregate stability tests are also offered at 
many testing labs, but typically are not included in their “standard” test and must be 
selected and paid for separately. For this experiment and discussion, Standard Soil Tests 
will refer to Mehlich 1 extraction and tests performed at Clemson University, South 
Carolina’s Land Grant University 
Conventional soil tests such as the Mehlich 1 tests cannot quantify organic or 
inorganic forms of N from soil [66], but many land grant universities and private testing 
laboratories do offer optional nitrate-N (NO3
-, one of the plant available forms of N) tests 
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as an addition to the standard soil test. Despite not measuring for N, standard soil tests do 
come with N fertilizer recommendations for the crop to be grown and, in some cases (e.g. 
corn and cotton), its desired yield. These N application values are based on defined crop-
specific N requirements and, unless following a soybean crop, their calculations do not 
account for available or potentially available N within the soil [79]. 
 
3.1.2. Biological Soil Testing 
While conventional soil tests measure inorganic macro- and micronutrients and 
the other parameters described above, these measures alone are incomplete assessments 
of soil fertility because they neglect the biological aspect of the soil and its influence on 
nutrient availability and soil structure [69, 80]. It is becoming more widely accepted that 
microbial diversity is imperative to soil health, but a lack of knowledge of many of the 
species and types of microbes, as well as the functional biogeochemical roles they are 
responsible for within the soil microbiome and rhizosphere, leaves the definition of soil 
biological health relatively vague. Currently, there are a limited number of ways to 
attempt to measure soil biological health and activity, many of which are not capable of 
direct, specific measurement of soil biology and are, therefore, only indicators of soil 
biological condition. Direct culture-based lab methods have been long been used to 
examine microbes, but only 1-20% of soil microbes are readily culturable under 
laboratory conditions, making these tests unreliable for inherently complex soil 
ecosystems [80, 81]. 
 The phospholipid fatty acid analysis (PLFA) is a currently available biological 
health indicator test that quantifies varying fatty acids in soils that are associated with cell 
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membranes of specific types of organisms, allowing for quantification of biomass and 
biodiversity, microbial resilience, and the identification of various groups of microbes 
such as actinomycetes, arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, rhizobia, and protozoa [16, 80, 82-
84]. These tests have been established and used for decades, are relatively fast and 
reliable for larger community-level data, and have been related to changes in soil use and 
management [80, 82, 83], but lack the specificity to target many of the 80-99% of 
uncultured, non-dominant species within the complex soil microbiome. While they 
provide important data regarding the biological community within the soil, they do not 
provide any data on essential nutrients or nutrient availability stemming from the 
microbial communities they characterize. 
 Another way to indicate microbial activity is through a soil respiration, or CO2-
burst test. CO2 given off as a product of microbial aerobic respiration can be measured 
and compared over time to observe trends and changes in rates of microbial activity. To 
acquire CO2 respiration values for soil samples, they must either be dried overnight at 
50°C and then gravimetrically surface rewetted, or they can simply be rewetted through 
capillary action without a need for gravimetric calculation, after which respired CO2 can 
be measured via infrared gas analysis (IRGA) or via Solvita soil test paddles (Solvita, Mt. 
Vernon, Maine) over a 24-hour period [18, 19]. Respired CO2 has been positively 
correlated with soil organic matter and with microbial biomass and activity [80]. The 
amount of CO2 measured in a 24-hour period is indicative of the carbon consumed by 
active soil microbes and can be used to estimate potential mineralizable nitrogen and 
phosphorus values based on the OM consumed [18]. This method, however, does not 
have a standard or range of acceptable values, but rather must be used comparatively. 
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CO2-burst tests are available in many commercial laboratories, are offered as in-home 
kits, and are also included in the below described Haney Soil Health Test. Like PLFA 
tests, CO2 burst tests can provide relative changes and shifts in soil biological profiles, 
indicating the biological health of the soil ecosystem over time and the potential for the 
release of plant available inorganic forms of N, but alone they do not correlate to or 
include recommendations for farmers and producers regarding chemical nutrient 
applications like conventional soil fertility tests do. 
 The Haney Soil Health Test consists of both chemical and biological 
measurements, and because it includes the above 24-hour CO2 burst test, it is able to 
indicate the biological activity of soils as well as fertilizer recommendations. This test 
acknowledges the plant-available and unavailable forms of important nutrients already 
present within the soil and their future plant-availability based on the measured microbial 
activity [21]. The Haney Soil Health Test focuses on soil organic C and total N, including 
water extractable organic C and N (WEOC and WEON, respectively), CO2 burst, and 
additional plant-available N in the form of nitrate and NH4-OH, as well as P and K within 
the soil using a weaker (H3A) acid extraction solution that attempts to mimic the natural 
exudates from plant roots rather than using the strong acids of the Mehlich 1, or other soil 
chemistry-based method, protocols that are capable of solubilizing inorganic forms of 
nutrients that are not biologically available to plant root systems [17, 21]. Fertilizer 
prescriptions included in standard soil test results are roughly based on crop removal 
rates and values that have been experimentally calculated through conventional, high 
disturbance lab and field experiments that are not reflective of biologically active soils 
more often seen on lands managed using regenerative principles. Data from the Haney 
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Soil Health test’s water and H3A extractant provides fertilizer prescriptions that are often 
reduced compared conventional Mehlich 1 soil tests because it acknowledges the 
biologically available and unavailable forms of nutrients in the soil, and the soil 
microbiomes ability to metabolize unavailable forms into those usable by plants and/or 
other microbes. This reduced input of fertilizer compared to standard soil tests thus 
reduces excess cost, waste, and potential environmental loss compared to higher 
recommended rates from standard tests.  
3.1.3. Conventional vs. Soil Health Tests 
The H3A extractant used in the Haney Soil Health Test is meant to mimic the 
weak organic acids secreted from plant roots to make nutrients in the soil available for 
uptake into the root. Many of the required nutrients for plant/crop health, as well as OM 
content, are extracted and quantified by both the traditional (Mehlich 1) and biological 
(Haney/H3A) tests described above, but the forms of many of these nutrients measured in 
each test differs. While the varying strength of the acids used in the Mehlich 1 and H3A 
extraction methods differ and result in different magnitudes of the extracted nutrients, 
closer examination of the use of these method over time reveals similar trends on their 
respective scales. For many of the plant-essential nutrients, there is a seasonal cycle that 
is observed in both the Mehlich 1 and the H3A extracted soils; an increased level of 
uptake and cycling may be occurring in the warm seasons due to an increased presence of 
mycorrhizal and other types of fungi that are more prominent in warmer conditions while 
their growth and activity is hindered during the short cool season observed in 
southeastern coastal plains soils. pH also shows cyclic activity throughout the seasons, 
but in a contrary cycle to that of the previously described nutrients. pH levels decrease 
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during warmer seasons because of higher activity of plant roots and microbes as well as 
fertilizer applications that tend to occur during more frequent warm-season cash crops, 
and tend to increase during cool seasons and following crop harvests or cover crop 
terminations when plant root and soil microbial activity decline [85]. The lower OM 
values of the sandy soils examined in this study result in less capacity to buffer soil pH 
changes, allowing for greater shifts in pH to occur based on management and 
environmental influences [86]. 
The Haney method goes beyond the conventional static measurements of plant-
essential nutrients and quantifies them by means of their relevance to microbial activity 
and subsequent plant availability from microbial cycling and recycling. The more 
biodiversity present in an ecosystem, the more opportunities for nutrient cycling and 
recycling, beneficial microbe competition against pests and diseases, maximized plant 
growth and nutrient uptake, plant resistance to abiotic stress, decreased development of 
pest and pathogen resistance to chemicals, and the prevention of erosion [34, 42, 87-92]. 
Microbial diversity within soils is also responsible for increasing water infiltration due to 
the many excreted materials from soil bacteria and fungi, such as glomalin from 
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF)[93-97] that adhere soil particles together to improve 
soil structure. Additionally, the physical structure of fungal hyphal networks themselves 
create micro- and macroscopic pathways through soil particles that allow for air and 
water movement down and through the soil profile [98]. Microbial grazers such as 
protozoans, nematodes, and microarthropods also have the potential to release a vast 
amount of nutrients held up in the organic matter of living microbes, making them plant-
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available and simultaneously regulating primary production by providing additional 
biological wastes for microbes to feed on [2, 3].  
Despite this and many other available data on the benefits of biodiversity and 
healthy soil microbiomes on soil and crop health, and that it has been incentivized by the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service’s (NRCS) Conservation Security Program 
(CSP), the predictive capability of the Haney Soil Health Test is frequently criticized as 
not being standardized, field calibrated, or validated across laboratories [99]. Correlations 
between the Haney Test and N mineralization in soil have been made [100], but 
additional field testing remains to provide sufficient data to calibrate the parameters to 
different soils and to eliminate inter lab variability often criticized for limiting the 
robustness of the test compared to the traditional standard soil test [69, 99].  
In this chapter, the predictive capability of the Standard (Mehlich 1 extractant) 
Soil test and Haney Soil Health test on N fertilizer prescriptions and productivity for field 
plots managed following regenerative agricultural principles (no-till and cover cropping) 
was examined over four years through two wheat-soybean-corn rotations in the coastal 
plains’ soils of South Carolina. Differential N fertilization rates and their yield-outcomes 
were correlated to both soil health tests and their subsequent N recommendations to 
determine the usefulness of each test to accurately predict application rates for their 





3.2.1. Plot Design & Treatment Methods 
 Experimental plots were created on a field in the Coastal Plains of South Carolina 
just off Highway 57, roughly 5 miles north west of Dillon, SC, USA. A total of 40 plots, 
60 feet wide by 100 feet long, were placed in two replicate rows of 20 plots each, 60 feet 
apart from each other with a 3-foot gap between plots. Figure 3.1 shows the plot layout 
and design of the experimental field. The field containing all plots was an Orangeburg 
sandy loam, a thermic typic kandiudult [48]. Prior to and throughout the duration of the 
study, the field containing the experimental plots was managed using regenerative 
principles including no-till and the planting of multispecies cover crops following corn 
and soybean cash crops during otherwise fallow periods.  Cover crop blends used were 
chosen at the partnering farmers discretion, but all contained no less than 6 species to 
promote biodiversity and weed prevention. No fertilizer was applied to any of the cover 
crops, but herbicide was used when necessary at the farmers discretion to terminate cover 
crops in preparation for cash crop planting when they were not successfully or 
completely terminated by frost or roller-crimping. Plot corners were GPS-marked and 
labeled with flags that were manually placed before and after all planting and harvesting 
events, respectively, to maintain plot area integrity throughout the duration of the study. 
 The two rows of 20 plots (plots 1-20 and 21-40, respectively) acted as two 
replicate experiments and the plots in each experiment were randomly assigned one of 
four treatments to create 5 replicates per experiment for a total of 10 replicates per 
treatment. Treatments 1-4 consisted of differing proportions of prescribed nitrogen (N) 
fertilizer applications from Clemson University’s Agricultural Services Laboratory 
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(Clemson, SC, USA), the Land Grant University in South Carolina. Treatment 1 was a 
100% application of both the prescribed N and K, Treatment 2 was roughly 30% of 
prescribed N except for the initial wheat crop in which 0% was used, Treatment 3 was 
roughly 60% of prescribed N, and Treatment 4 was 100% of prescribed N for each 
respective crop. Aside from only the Full N plots in 2015, no P2O5 was applied to any 
plots throughout the duration of the experiment because soil test P was high or excessive 
in the initial and all following soil tests. For the purposes of this discussion, Treatment 1 
will be referred to as “Full N+K”, Treatment 2 as “Low N”, Treatment 3 as “Medium N”, 
and Treatment 4 as “Full N”. 
The prescribed N fertilization values from the Land Grant University are based on 
yield goals of 50 bu/ac wheat, 40bu/ac soybeans, and 120 bu/ac corn. Fertilizer 
application for soybean crops was accounted for ahead of each prior wheat crops since 
both soybean crops in the study were double cropped with wheat [101]. All liquid 
fertilizers applied at planting for all cash crops and for topdressing wheat, as well as 
herbicides used to terminate cover crops, were applied with a John Deere 4630 sprayer 
(Deere & Company, Moline, IL) using an 18.3m/24.3m boom.  
The specific N application amounts varied based on the prescribed requirements 
of each crop within the wheat-soybean-corn rotation described below. The initial wheat 
crop was planted in November 2014, followed by soybeans in June 2015, corn in March 
2016, wheat in November 2016, soybeans in June 2017, and the final corn crop in March 
2018, resulting in two harvests of each crop for a total of six crops during the four-year 
experiment. All planting, fertilizer application, and harvest events were performed by the 
partnered farmers under the guidance of and in conjunction with the researchers. 
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Additional treatment descriptions and details can be found in Table 3.1 and a timeline 
description of all field planting, sampling, fertilization, and harvest events is shown in 
Figure 3.2. 
 
3.2.1.1. 2015 Wheat 
 The initial wheat crop of the experiment was no-till drilled into the experimental 
field in November of 2014 following a short warm-season cover crop that had been frost-
terminated. Fertilization at planting (kg/ha of N-P2O5-K2O) was 33.5-0-140, 0-0-0, 33.5-
0-0, and 33.5-33.5-0 for Treatments1-4, respectively. Solid muriate of potash fertilizer 
was applied using a small tow-behind spreader to only the Full N+K plots. N was applied 
to all plots at planting as a 30% ammonium nitrate liquid fertilizer, with the additional 
use of 11-37-0 ammonium polyphosphate solution for a total application of 33.5-35.5-0 
for the Full N plot only. In March of 2015 at Feekes stage 4-5 [102], a supplemental 
topdress of 28%N was applied to promote tillering at a rate of 84, 0, 42, and 84 kg/ha for 
treatments 1-4, respectively. This resulted in total applications for the 2015 wheat crop of 
118-0-140 for the Full N+K, 0-0-0 for the Low N, 76-0-0 for the Medium N, and 118-
35.5-0 for the Full N plots. The Full N plots in this initial wheat crop was the only time in 
which any P fertilizer was used in the experiment. Additionally, the Low N plots of this 
2015 wheat crop was the only time that no fertilizer was applied for any of the 
experimental plots; all crops following the 2015 wheat harvest had a Low N plot 
treatment of ~30% of the prescribed N fertilization rates for each respective corn and 




3.2.1.2. 2016 Corn 
 After the 2015 soybean crop (not described due to no treatment application) and a 
cool season cover crop, the first corn crop of the experiment was planted in March of 
2016. Pre-emerge fertilization after planting consisted of 56-0-95, 56-0-0, 56-0-0, and 56-
0-0 for Treatments 1-4, respectively. As with the previous crop, solid muriate of potash 
fertilizer was applied to only the Full N+K plots using a small spreader to keep the 
treatment within the desired plot. Unlike the previous what crop, however, 30% 
ammonium nitrate liquid fertilizer was initially sprayed equally across all 4 treatment 
plots. In early June of 2016 at V6 growth stage [103], a supplemental sidedress of 28%N 
was applied at a rate of 101, 22.5, 62, and 101 kg/ha for treatments 1-4 using droptubes 
from the sprayer. This resulted in total fertilizer applications of 157-0-95 for Full N+K 
plots, 78.5-0-0 for Low N plots, 118-0-0 for Medium N plots, and 157-0-0 for Full N 
plots during the 2016 corn crop. 
 
3.2.1.3. 2017 Wheat 
 A short warm-season cover crop was planted immediately following the 2016 
corn harvest and was frost-terminated prior to planting of the second wheat crop of the 
experiment in November of 2016. After the initial fertilization rates in the 2015 wheat 
crop, fertilization rates were adjusted to be roughly 1/3, 2/3, and full Land Grant 
University recommended rates for the respective plots for all subsequent crops, so rates 
applied to the 2017 wheat crop differed from the 2015 rates. Fertilization at planting for 
this what crop consisted of 33.5-0-101, 33.5-0-0, 33.5-0-0, and 33.5-0-0 for treatments 1-
4, respectively. Solid muriate of potash fertilizer was again applied to only the Full N+K 
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plots using the small spreader and 30% ammonium nitrate liquid fertilizer was initially 
sprayed equally across all 4 treatment plots. In March of 2017 at Feekes stage 4-5, a 
supplemental topdress of 28%N was again applied to promote tillering at a rate of 67, 0, 
33.5, and 67 kg/ha for treatments 1-4, respectively. The resulting total N-P-K applications 
for the 2017 wheat crop were 101-0-101 for Full N+K plots, 33.5-0-0 for Low N plots, 
67-0-0 for Medium N plots, and 101-0-0 for Full N plots. 
 
3.2.1.4. 2018 Corn 
 The final crop of the experiment was corn planted in March of 2018 following the 
2017 soybean and a 2017-2018 cool season cover crop. Pre-emerge fertilization after this 
final experimental planting consisted of full treatments of 157-0-95, 78.5-0-0, 118-0-0, 
and 157-0-0 for treatments 1-4, respectively. At planting solid muriate of potash fertilizer 
was applied to only Full N+K plots. Twenty eight percent ammonium nitrate liquid 
fertilizer was sprayed equally across all 4 treatment plots. No sidedress applications took 
place during this final corn crop due to known farmer time obligations, so full N & K 
prescriptions were applied pre-emerge.  
 
3.2.2. Soil Sampling 
 Soil samples were taken from each of the 40 plots in November of each year to 
reduce seasonal effects on soil test values, with the exception of the initial soil sampling 
in late October 2014 before the first wheat crop, and used to determine residual soil N 
and N (Haney Soil Health Test only) and K fertilizer prescriptions for the subsequent 
crop(s).  Post-harvest soil samples were also taken following wheat harvests in June and 
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corn harvests in August. Samples were taken with an AMS 40” plated one-piece step 
probe (AMS, Inc., American Falls, ID) with a 7/8” diameter manually marked at a depth 
of 6.2” to acquire proper furrow-slice sampling depth. At each sampling event at least 20 
samples were taken and combined for each plot, thoroughly mixed, and then split evenly 
into appropriately labeled sample bags. Within 24 hours of returning to the laboratory, all 
soil samples were sent out for analysis. One sample bag from each plot was sent to 
Clemson University’s Agricultural Services Lab (Clemson, SC) for Standard Soil Tests 
and Organic Matter (OM) analysis. The second sample bag from each plot was sent to the 
Agricultural Research Service’s soil test labs in Temple, TX for Haney Soil Health Tests. 
 
3.2.3. Plot Harvesting
The first wheat and soybean crops were harvested on May 30, and November 30, 
2015 using a Kinkaid 8XP research harvester (Kincaid Equipment manufacturing, 
Havens, KS). Two 2.1 m wide swaths in the center of each plot were harvested to acquire 
yield data. The 2016 corn was harvested on August 9 using the farmers conventional 
combine harvester. The grain harvested from each plot was then individually using a 
weigh wagon to acquire yield. The 2017 wheat crop was harvested on June 6 and the 
2017 soybean crop on November 14 with an Allis Chalmers K2 Gleaner plot combine 
(formerly of Milwaukee, WI). Finally, the last corn crop of the experiment was harvested 
on August 30, 2018 with the K2 Gleaner. Following harvest, the recorded yield data from 
the respective harvesters were then extrapolated to yield in kg/ha for each plot as well as 




3.2.4. Data Analysis 
 Following each crop harvest, a total of 37 soil test measures from both the 
Standard Soil Test and the Haney Soil Health Test were correlated against mean plot 
yields by treatment using Minitab® 19 (State College, PA, USA). Pearson Correlations 
were performed using yields of individual treatments against the soil test parameters, as 
well as for the combined yield for all 40 plots each year (all 4 treatment groups) to 
explore trends potentially attributable to fertilization rate vs. general trends attributable to 
soil and/or environmental conditions. A list of the Standard and Haney Soil Health 
measures used in correlation tables can be found in Table 3.2. Soil test measures against 
yield that had significant Pearson Correlations (p≤0.05) were then further examined using 
linear regression models to further explore the correlated relationships. 
 Individual yield from each group of plot treatments was plotted against the N 
application rates for each crop to show yield-response to N. One-way ANOVA’s and 
Fishers correction for multiple comparisons were performed (Minitab®) for each crop 
yield data to identify significant yield increases attributable to increased N application 
(Low, Medium, and Full N). Because of the small sample size for each treatment during 
each harvest (n=10/treatment), the yield data often did not follow a normal distribution. 
While ANOVA’s can be robust in their analyses of non-normal data [104, 105], Kruskal-
Wallis nonparametric tests were also performed on all crop yields to confirm the data 
produced bye the on-way ANOVA’s and resulted in equivalent outcomes.  
Predictive yield-response equations used for both the Land Grant University and 
Haney Soil Test fertilizer prescriptions were also graphed with the actual yield-responses. 
Haney Soil Test predictive graphs were calculated using mean values of Haney Test 
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reported plant-available N from all plots throughout the entire field, regardless of 
treatment group, to represent the manner in which farmers would normally sample and 
determine N rates using this test. 
  Soil test values for all Standard and Haney Soil Health tests were examined 
temporally for the duration of the study both as a whole (all 40 plots) to indicate soil and 
soil health changes for the entire field, and within each of the four treatment groups. One-
way ANOVA’s (Minitab®) were used to determine changes between sampling events. 
Soil test values with significant temporal changes were then linear regressed to their 
respective yield outcome. One-way ANOVA’s using Fisher’s correction for multiple 
comparisons were also used to compare differences in all 37 soil test parameters between 
treatment groups for each crop-year.  
 Soil test and yield data for four plots were removed from data analysis; two were 
removed from all analyses and two additional samples were removed from only the 2016 
Corn year data. Relief changes at the northwest end of the experimental plot area were 
underestimated during the experimental setup and design, resulting plots C20 and C40 
having higher relief than the remaining 38 plots. The yields from these two plots were 
consistently lower than the other experimental plots and were statistical outliers (Grubb’s 
Test) during some crop years, so they were removed from the entire data analysis as to 
not bias the results based on the observed relief difference. Also, during the 2016 corn 
crop, C22 and C25 (from the Medium and Low N treatment groups, respectively) were 
errantly treated with an additional 101 kg/ha of N meant for Full N+K or Full N plots and 




3.3.1. Standard Soil and Haney Soil Health Tests vs. Yield Outcome 
 Correlation tables showing significant correlation between soil test measures and 
each respective crop yield were highly variable both within and between treatments for 
each respective crop (Table 3.3). Very few general trends over time, between treatments, 
or between identical crops grown in different years were observed, likely due to the 
significance of environmental and weather-related influence on both soil test values and 
crop productivity during each individual crop. Of the four plot treatments throughout all 
six crops, the Full N+K plots had the fewest total number of soil test values correlated to 
yield, despite following full Land Grant University prescriptions for both N and K 
application.  
When examining the combined sample set of all four treatments for each 
individual year, both the 2015 and 2017 wheat crops had no Standard or Haney test 
parameters that significantly correlated to observed yields for those respective years. For 
the 2015 and 2017 Soybean crops, the only consistent correlated parameter was Ca/AlFe 
from the Haney Soil Health Test. This is surprising, however, because while this ratio is 
an indicator of some soil pH drivers [106], no pH correlation to yield was observed for 
either soybean crop. The 2016 corn crop had many (10) positive correlations to yield 
when looking at the combined sample set, while the combined 2018 corn crop had only 
two positive correlations but six negative correlations. The high number of negative 
correlations, however, is more likely an artifact of the environmental drought influence 
on crop productivity that year.  
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Only three soil test parameters showed any crop- or treatment-specific trends; K, 
OM, and CEC. Standard Soil test K showed positive correlation for both corn crops, 
despite the 2018 drought influence. Additionally, soil test K for the 2016 corn was the 
only parameter consistently correlated to yields across all four treatment groups for any 
crop year. Soil test OM and CEC in Full N plots positively correlated to 2015 wheat, 
2016 corn, and 2017 wheat yields, but not the 2018 corn crop. This lack of correlation in 
2018 is likely due to the drought conditions, as this crop had the fewest total positive 
correlations to yield of any harvest in this study. 
Linear regressions were performed on each of the above measures that had a 
significant correlation to yield. The strength of these relationships (R2) was also highly 
variable between times and treatments with no observed trends with the exception of the 
influence of many soil test phosphorus measures. Beginning in the 2016 corn season, 
higher levels of P2O5, Total Phosphate, and Inorganic P showed a negative correlation 
against yield for all crops, with the only exception coming from the 2016 corn crop’s 
Low N plots (Figure 3.3). These negative yield-responses occurred despite the fact that 
no P was added to any plots after the initial 2014-2015 wheat crop in which only the Full 
N plots received 35.3 kg/ha of P. 
 
3.3.2. Yield-Response to Nitrogen 
 An obvious and statistically significant yield-response to increasing N 
applications was present for all wheat and corn crops in the experiment. Comparison of 
the three N-only treatments (excludes the Full N+K treatment plots) showed significant 
yield increases from Medium to Low N treatments for all crops except for the 2018 
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drought year corn, but the increase in N application from Medium to Full N only 
significantly increased yield the 2015 wheat crop while the three subsequent corn/wheat 
crops did not show any statistical increase in yield-response to the highest N application 
rate (Figure 3.4). 
Neither the Haney nor the Land Grant University predicted yield-response to N 
accurately reflected the plateau effect observed in the actual yield outcomes for corn or 
wheat (Figure 3.5). Calculations used to prescribe fertilizer applications result in linear 
yield-responses but the observed yield-responses to varying levels of N are not linear; the 
yield-response rate to N decreases and eventually plateaus as N application rates increase. 
Based on calculations from the average Haney soil test Total N for the entire field each 
respective year, the Haney N-response curves were much more accurate in yield and 
slope to the actual yield-response rates observed for the Low and Medium N applications, 
especially for wheat crops, than the Land Grant University recommendations. Land Grant 
N recommendations for wheat crops do not account for any yield-response and prescribe 
a static 101 kg/ha regardless of anticipated yield outcome. For corn crops, the Land Grant 
calculated response-curves more accurately matched the slope and yield of the observed 
yield-response rates for the Full N applications for the 2016 Corn crop, but due to 
environmental influences did not accurately represent the Full N yields seen during the 




3.3.3. Changes in Soil Test Values Over Time and Between Treatments 
3.3.3.1. Temporal Changes 
Soil test values from both the Haney Soil Health and the Standard Soil Tests 
fluctuated over time and were likely influenced by environmental conditions such as the 
heavy rains observed in the Fall of 2015 and 2016, and again in the drier period leading 
into the 2018 corn. While soil test values fluctuated with time for both the Haney Soil 
Health and Standard soil tests, fluctuation patterns were the same for all four treatment 
groups. While many of fluctuations in soil test parameters were statistically different 
between annual sampling events, there were no linear relationships between any of the 
soil test parameters and the annual sampling events. Environmental influences such as 
differences in rainfall and weather throughout the duration of the study were 
acknowledged as potential influences for each crop’s productivity, but the extent and 
specific influence of these factors on each crop was not statistically tested in this study. 
3.3.3.2. Soil Test Differences Between Treatments 
Very few statistically significant differences in soil test values were observed 
between the four different treatment plots for any given sampling event throughout the 
study. The only statistically relevant differences in any soil test values between the 
different treatment groups (by ANOVA & Fishers correction; α=0.5) occurred during the 
2016 and the 2018 corn crops, where pH was higher for the Low N application plots. pH 
in the Low N plots was higher than the Medium N plots but not statistically different 
from the Full N or Full N+K plots in 2016 (p=0.036), and was higher than the Full N 




For the 2015 wheat/soybean crops, Fisher’s correction for multiple comparisons 
showed different groupings between treatments for Organic C:N and Organic P, but 
neither produced significant p-values from ANOVA tests (p=0.099 and 0.204, 
respectively). A similar non-significant ANOVA occurred for OM during the 2016 corn 
crop with the Low N plots having the higher OM values than Full N+K plots by Fisher’s 
Correction (p=0.250). Mean OM values for the Low N plots were consistently higher 
than means from the other treatment plots during the other corn and wheat years as well 




3.4.1. Soil Test Parameters 
Markedly different quantities of synthetic N were applied to the experimental 
plots. The timing of soil sampling events was prior to each crop to determine fertilizer 
recommendations (based on Mehlich 1 soil test values for K fertilization); soil tests taken 
during or following each crop may have been more capable of detecting any differences 
in soil test parameters due to the application of different treatment rates. Based on annual 
pre-crop soil tests and despite the large differences in N amended to the soil both prior to 
and during each crop, there were no consistent or significant differences in Haney Soil 
Health test measures of soil N (Total N, NO3-N, Organic, and Inorganic N) between 
treatments during any of the crop years. There were also no significant differences in 
Haney Soil Health test K2O or Standard Soil test K between the four treatment groups 
during any of the crop years in this study, despite the application of full Land Grant 
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University prescribed potassium to all Full N+K plots. These lack of statistical 
differences in soil test N and K begin to bring into question the accuracy and validity of 
current soil tests and whether they are measuring the appropriate forms of nutrients both 
native to and amended to the soil. 
3.4.2. Correlations with Yield 
 All four plot treatments had both positive and negative soil test parameter 
correlations to yield throughout the experiment, but were inconsistent in these 
correlations across years, treatments, or crops (Table 3.3). Since nitrate-N (NO3
- ) testing 
was not done at the Land Grant University laboratory there was no ability to correlate 
yield or predictive capability to their tests, but it is surprising that despite quantifying 
both inorganic and organic forms of soil N, none of the Haney Soil Health Test N values 
(nitrate, ammonium, WEON, and total N) had any consistent correlation to yield. NO3
- in 
soil is highly mobile due to its solubility in water, making its ability to persist within the 
soil as a plant-available form of N dependent on rain and weather patterns during and 
following application [107, 108], so time of sampling relative to time of application will 
influence quantities of NO3-N measured in a soil test. However, it is surprising that there 
were also no correlations to yield from WEON and other organic and non-nitrate forms of 
N measured by the Haney Soil Health test that are more stable in the soil matrix and are 
metabolized and recycled by soil microbes.  
 In addition to the inconsistency in correlation of soil N to yield, Full N+K plots 
had only 13 total soil test measures throughout the six crop harvests that correlated with 
yield; nearly half of the number of correlations found in the next smallest group, the 
Medium N plots with 23 correlations. Four of the positive correlations to yield were 
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measures of soil K; the 2016 corn (p=0.006), 2017 wheat (p<0.001) and 2017 soybean 
(p=0.002) crop’s Standard Soil test K, and the 2017 wheat (p=0.013) crop’s Haney Soil 
Health test K2O. While soil test K or K2O correlated to yield during these crops they did 
not result in any actual increase in yield from the experimental K application in those 
plots compared to the equivalent Full N only plots (Figure 3.6).  
 The positive correlations between OM and yield in the Full N plots across three of 
the four wheat/corn crops is somewhat ironic, because while there was not any statistical 
difference in soil test OM between the Low, Medium, and Full N plots, the Full N mean 
OM values were consistently lower than both the Medium and Low N plots throughout 
all wheat and corn crops. Despite having higher OM percentages, OM in the Low N plots 
only correlated with yield during the 2015 wheat harvest, and Medium N plots did not 
correlate with yield for any crop harvest. 
 
3.4.3. Yield-Responses to Experimental N and K Application 
In examining actual yield-responses to N fertilization between the three N-only 
treatments, increased yields were associated with increased fertilization rate, except 
during the 2018 corn crop, in which a pre-harvest drought stunted yield despite better 
early season vegetative growth compared to the less fertilized Medium and Low N plots. 
This observed yield-response, however, significantly differs from both the Land Grant 
and Haney Soil Health Test predicted yield-response curves. Observed yields had a 
plateauing effect with increasing N application while both the Land Grant and Haney 
predicted yield-responses were linear in nature. Figure 3.4 shows that the predicted 
response to N for high crop yields is not practical or representative for coastal plains’ 
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soils that are typically unable to foster such intense production. Land Grant University 
projected yield-responses were more accurate at these highest observed yields but 
resulted in over-recommendations of N at the lower observed yields in this study that are 
more representative of productivity in coastal plains’ soils.  
While the Land Grant recommendations tend to be excessive for the observed 
wheat and corn yields, the Haney Soil Health Test recommendations showed the opposite 
trend, being more accurate at the lower observed yields while under-recommending 
fertilization rates when experimental N applications and their respective crop yields were 
highest. Figure 3.7 shows the amount of experimental N applied for each of the 4 corn 
and wheat crops by their respective yields, and the percentage of over- or under-
recommended N based on the Land Grant and Haney Soil Health tests’ projected yield-
response calculations.  
These experimental results show that a yield-response to N fertilization does exist 
despite the previously described poor correlations between yield and the soil test 
parameters, including Haney measures of organic and inorganic soil N. Even though 
there was an observed yield-response to N, the predicted yield-response calculations for 
both soil tests used in this study each seem to have a different range in which they are 
capable of accurately predicting the response. The Land Grant University expected yield-
response curve follows a calculation in which the addition of 22 kg/ha of N will result in 
a yield of 0 kg/ha for corn, and a static recommendation of 101 kg/ha of N for wheat 
regardless of desired yield. These values are likely calculated and determined due to 
assumptions that N mineralization in the soil is a negligible plant-source and that the 
absence of amended N will result in levels insufficient of plant needs [109] and, thus, 
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unacceptable yields. This is an unrealistic representation of actual yield potential, 
however, as demonstrated by the Low N plots during the 2015 wheat harvest in which no 
N, P, or K was applied but a mean of 1242 kg/ha was yielded, and exemplifies the limited 
range of accuracy of Land Grant University recommendations at only very high yield 
goals. While the Haney Soil Health Test was more accurate at predicting yield in these 
soils than the Land Grant University, both tests determine their N prescriptions based on 
a linear equation in which more N always equals more yield and does not take into 
account the realistic and different capacity of various soil types to support such high 
yields. 
Despite various studies showing the importance of N amendments [64, 68, 110, 
111] to supplement both plant available and unavailable forms of N in the soil to meet 
crop-specific N needs for desired yields [79, 112], the results acquired here show that 
either the manner in which these values are determined or the manner in which synthetic 
N is applied to crops and soil, or both, are not appropriately reflective of crop needs in 
biologically healthy, regeneratively managed agroecosystems. This is further supported 
by the fact that N fertilizer recommendations are often determined and applied for entire 
states, or regions within a state, and are not reflective of field-specific soil values and 
residual N [110, 113-115].  
No statistical difference in yield existed between Full N+K and the Full N-only 
plots for any crops, including the previously mentioned three crops that had yield 
correlations to soil test K. While not statistically significant, Full N+K yields were 
slightly higher than Full N plots only during the 2017 wheat crop, but lower than Full N 
yields for all other corn and wheat crops as well as the 2017 soybean crop (no difference 
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was observed for 2015 soybeans). These data and the previously described absence of 
difference in soil test K values between different treatment plots support other research 
by Khan and Mulvaney in which soil test K values did not account for interchanges 
between exchangeable and non-exchangeable K, and exchangeable K did not predict 
plant available K, resulting in poor relationships to productivity and generating 
conclusions that current soil tests alone are insufficient in creating accurate fertilizer 
amendment programs [56, 116, 117]. They have also stated and defended the stance that 
there is no evidence of a relationship between fertilizer K application and corn yield 
[117], which was also supported by the data in this experiment. The inconsistent 
correlations and varying accuracy ranges for expected yield-responses to both N and K 
fertilization shown here question the practical usefulness of current soil test parameters in 
predicting yield and calculating nutrient management prescriptions in soil managed using 
regenerative practices.  
Regardless of the different soil test and recommendation philosophies described 
by Olson et al. [118], of which the Standard Soil Test follows the “build up and maintain” 
and the Haney Soil Health Test follows the “nutrient sufficiency” philosophy, the N, K, 
and other soil test data in this field experiment demonstrate a lack of strength in the 
relationship between the standard 6.2” depth soil tests and both soil and crop fertility. 
6.2” deep soil samples are mere snapshots of soil physical and chemical conditions in a 
small part of the root zone [56], and the data here show that they are not sufficient 
representations of where and how crops, their root systems and relationship with soil 
microbes acquire required nutrients for growth and productivity.  The results of this field 
experiment support previous criticism of the accuracy and certainty of these soil tests [56, 
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69, 119, 120] and show that looking beyond both soil chemistry and the standard 6.2” 
depth is necessary for understanding the dynamic soil ecosystem of regeneratively 
managed agricultural land.  
The results of this study performed on sandy coastal plains’ soils of SC may not 
be universally applicable, however, and may differ when comparisons are made between 
differing soil types. Sandy coastal plains’ soils are traditionally low in soil test K due to 
the inherently lower soil OM values of sandy soils, and soils with higher K-holding 
capability may result in different K fertilizer recommendations and subsequent 
correlation and yield outcomes. Additionally, experiments here were limited to the 
application of muriate of potash fertilizer (KCl). Soil K amendments with, K-Mag 
(potassium magnesium sulfate), or potassium sulfate (K2SO4) may differentially 
influence both the yield-response and outcome of fertilizer recommendations in coastal 
plains’ and other soils. Additional comparison studies on differing soils and using 
differential K-fertilizer applications are necessary to better understand the differing 
relationships of these soil tests to K recommendations. 
 
3.5. CONCLUSIONS 
Given the inconsistency in both Standard Soil Test and the Haney Soil Health 
Test parameters abilities to correlate to observed yield outcomes for corn, wheat, and 
soybeans in this study, it raises a question of the usefulness of these tests in predicting 
yield and calculating nutrient management recommendation. The physical and chemical 
properties of agricultural soils measured from Land Grant University Standard Soil tests 
and the Haney Soil Health Tests used in this study do not accurately represent the 
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complex soil ecosystem and its ability to provide for and sustain healthy crops or their 
grain products. The inconsistency in the data observed in this study also questions 
whether the currently measured soil parameters are representative of crop health and 
yield, or if different soil parameters are needed for biologically active, healthy soils under 
regenerative land management. Standard physical and chemical measures may have been 
predictive of productivity in degraded soils under conventional, heavy disturbance land 
management of past decades, but do not seem to accurately reflect more complex, 
regeneratively managed soils like those in this study. Perhaps with parameters better 
suited for regeneratively managed agricultural land, and a better understand of the 
importance of soil test depth and time of sampling effects, the predictive capability of soil 
fertility and health tests can begin to improve in accuracy and precision in ways that will 
benefit producers and the environment alike.  
While the usefulness of soil health tests comes into question based on the data 
shown here, the benefits of regenerative land management and decreased synthetic inputs 
are supported by acceptable yields acquired in the nutrient-limited plots. In agricultural 
lands managed based on regenerative principles that foster complex soil biology, fewer 
synthetic inputs are required over time to acquire yield similar to those acquired using 
full fertilizer recommendations based on degraded soils. These practices offer a potential 
solution to the many environmental concerns generated from conventional agriculture 
while saving farmers time and money and sustaining the quality of agricultural land for 




3.6. FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
Figure 3.1. Plot Layout and Treatment Randomization. The layout of two replicate 
strips of 20 plots each, labeled C01-C40. Inset shows the random assignment of treatment 
applications to each respective plot. Treatment descriptions (T1-T4) are described below 





Table 3.1. Fertilizer treatment applications (in kg/ha N-P2O5-K2O) by crop year for 
each treatment group. T1 plots were the only ones that received Land Grant 
Recommendations of K in addition to N. *T1 plots for the 2015 Wheat/Soybean crop also 
received 15 units of Sulfur (S).
Treatment # Label 
2015 
Wheat/Soybeans 2016 Corn 
2017 
Wheat/Soybeans 2018 Corn 
T1 (n=10) Full N+K 118-0-140* 157-0-95 101-0-101 157-0-95 
T2 (n=10) Low N 0-0-0 78.5-0-0 33.5-0-0 78.5-0-0 
T3 (n=10) Medium N 76-0-0 118-0-0 67-0-0 118-0-0 







Figure 3.2. Timeline of crop planting, fertilizer application, sampling, and harvest dates.  
Monthly timeline of events including all soil sampling (brown), planting (without pre-emerge = purple; with pre-emerge = light 
green), fertilization (dark green), and crop harvest (yellow) dates. 
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Table 3.2. Standard Soil and Haney Soil Health Test Measures. 
List of measured variables from the Land Grant University Standard Soil Test (Mehlich 
1) and the Haney Soil Health Test. Table excludes all forms of fertilizer 
recommendations and soil amendments. 
Standard Soil Test Haney Soil Health Test 
pH H3A extracted N  
Buffer pH H3A extracted P2O5 
P H3A extracted K2O  
K H3A extracted NO3-N Only  
Ca H3A extracted Additional N  
Mg 1-day CO2-C 
Zn Organic C 
Mn Organic N 
Cu Organic C:N 
B Soil Health Calculation 
Na Water Extracted Total Nitrogen 
OM Water Extracted Inorganic N 
CEC Water Extracted Organic N_1 
  Water Extracted Total Phosphate 
  Water Extracted Inorganic P 
  Water Extracted Organic P 
  Al ppm 
  Fe ppm 
  Ca ppm 
  % P sat 
  Ca/AlFe 
  Organic N release 
  Organic N reserve 
  Organic P release 










Table 3.3. Standard and Soil Health Test Measures Correlated to Respective Crop Yields. 
Green cells had significant positive correlation to crop yield, while pink cells denote negative correlation (p-values shown in cells).  
All T1 T2 T3 T4 All T1 T2 T3 T4 All T1 T2 T3 T4 All T1 T2 T3 T4 All T1 T2 T3 T4 All T1 T2 T3 T4
N lbs/ac 0.045 0.011 0.005 0.006
P2O5 lbs/ac 0.020 0.047 0.021 0.008 0.020 0.003 0.019 0.026 0.001 0.008
K2O lbs/ac 0.029 0.047 0.023 0.002 0.022 0.005 0.027 0.013 0.008 0.000 0.001
NO3-N Only lbs/ac 0.042 0.030 0.006 0.018
Additional N lbs/ac
1-day CO2-C 0.001 0.016 0.017
Organic C 0.008
Organic N 0.008 0.044 0.026
Organic C:N 0.045
Soil Health Calc. 0.001 0.026 0.035
Total Nitrogen l 0.023 0.028 0.033 0.034
Inorganic N 0.032 0.009 0.019
Organic N_1 0.008 0.044 0.026
Total Phosphate 0.010 0.023 0.042 0.030 0.006 0.034 0.001 0.004 0.033 0.002 0.008
Inorganic P 0.009 0.021 0.007 0.042 0.005 0.001 0.006 0.004 0.000 0.000
Organic P 0.000 0.034
Al ppm
Fe ppm
Ca ppm 0.014 0.004 0.044 0.009 0.023 0.028
% P sat 0.016 0.047 0.001 0.490
Ca/AlFe 0.003 0.005 0.016 0.041 0.023
Organic N release 0.041
Organic N reserve 0.046 0.026 0.007 0.000 0.041
Organic P release 0.000 0.034
Organic P reserve 0.023 0.033
SoilpH 0.032 0.034
P 0.001 0.006 0.047 0.039
K 0.019 0.019 0.005 0.006 0.027 0.032 0.004 0.000 0.007 0.002 0.044 0.021
Ca 0.015 0.004 0.046 0.005 0.013 0.032 0.049 0.004 0.044
Mg 0.007 0.007 0.024 0.025
Zn 0.007 0.005
Mn 0.002 0.042 0.001 0.002
Cu 0.017
B 0.002 0.003 0.041 0.023 0.003 0.002 0.026 0.042
Na 0.041 0.013 0.025
OM 0.006 0.011 0.028 0.010 0.002 0.009






































2018 Corn 2015 Wheat 2015 Soybeans 2016 Corn 2017 Wheat 2017 Soybeans 
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Figure 3.3. Linear Regression of Soil Test P Measures to Crop Yield. 





Figure 3.4. Mean Yields by Treatment. Mean yield-response to N by crop year for 
wheat and corn; soybean crops do not show a yield-response to N and were not included. 
* denotes a significant increase from the lower application rate (Medium v. Low N, and 
Full N v. Medium N) based on one-way ANOVA and Fisher’s correction for multiple 
comparisons for each respective crop year. The yield increase from Low to Medium N 
application rates was significant for all crops except for the 2018 drought corn, while the 
only crop to show any significant yield response from Medium to Full N was the 2015 




Figure 3.5. Actual v. Projected Yield-Responses to N for Wheat and Corn Crops. 
For both the corn and wheat crops, the Haney Soil Health Test N projected yields (blue 
lines) more accurately reflected obtained yield-response curves when yields were lower, 
while the Land Grant University projections (orange line) more accurately represented 
yield-responses for the highest achieved yields, especially for corn crops. Haney 
projected yields were calculated using mean Haney Soil Health Test Total N values for 
all 40 sampling points during their respective years to more accurately represent on-farm 
methods used to determine application rates for whole fields. Error bars indicate standard 
deviation. The 2018 corn was a drought year, which resulted in decreased yields observed 





Figure 3.6.  Yield-response to Potassium fertilizer. Mean yields for Full N+K and Full 
N plots. There were no crop harvests in the 5-year period in which the addition of Land 
Grant University recommended K created a significant difference in yield, despite the 
positive correlation to soil test K values shown in Table 3.3. While not significant 
differences, Full N+K plots often showed decreased mean yields than the Full N plots. 





Figure 3.7. Over- / Under- Prescription of N Fertilizer for Wheat and Corn. Solid 
bars indicate the quantity of N applied to acquire each respective yield, with the 
underlined numbers above them listing the N rate used. Hollow bars represent the amount 
of N recommended from Land Grant (orange) and Haney (blue) tests to achieve the 
yields actually acquired from the experimentally applied N. Percentage labels above the 
hollow bars indicate how much each respective soil test over- or under-prescribed N 





THE IMPACT OF REGENERATIVE AND CONVENTIONAL LAND 
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES ON THE FUNCTIONAL POTENTIAL 
AND MICROBIAL COMMUNITY HARBORING NITROGEN-
CYCLING GENES WITHIN THE SOIL 
 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The future of global food and fiber production is dependent on a paradigm shift 
from conventional physical and chemical ideologies of soil to one that is centered around 
soil biology and biological function. Traditional agricultural management methods 
promote high physical and chemical disturbances (i.e. tillage and chemical inputs) and 
low biodiversity based on an incomplete conceptual model of soils [57, 63]. The soil 
microbiome is not typically regarded as important to crop growth and yield, despite the 
fact that this soil microbial ecosystem is responsible for the cycling of essential nutrients 
and organic matter (OM) that create plant-available forms [121-123], and that healthy, 
living soils are much better than traditionally disturbed soils at this process. While 
microbial diversity is imperative to soil health, a lack of knowledge of many microbial 
species and their functional biogeochemical roles within the soil, and the impact of land 
use and management on them [124], leaves the definition of soil biological health 





4.1.1. Current Soil Paradigms and Why They Need to Become Biological.  
 Since the dawn of the industrial revolution and later amplified following WWII, 
the agricultural system that we know today has grown and developed based on research 
on the physical and chemical sciences of soil. Past geology- and chemistry- based 
research used the scientific method to acquire soil and agricultural data, but by sterilizing 
soil to remove confounding biological factors in fertility experiments, the data acquired 
on the application and efficiency of fertilizer use was devoid of any living, functional 
systems and their effect on nutrient cycling and management normally present in 
environmental soils [62]. These data have directed the evolution of production agriculture 
to what it is today; the use of intensive physical disturbance through tillage and chemical 
disturbance through the use of fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, etc., to acquire the 
highest potential yields. Thus, the genesis of synthetic fertilizer recommendations is 
based on data derived from sterile or degraded soils and does not account for a 
biologically healthy soil’s ability to function and recycle nutrients.  
 This conventional combination of high physical and chemical disturbance 
contributes to hundreds of thousands of acres topsoil loss from U.S. farms annually, 
eutrophication, and hypoxia, i.e., the Gulf of Mexico’s “Dead Zone” [7], exacerbating the 
already significant problem of feeding, clothing, and fueling the demands of a growing 
global population, in which just over 1 in 9 people are already undernourished [58-60]. 
Additionally, land-use conversion to agriculture has resulted in roughly 37% of the 
Earth’s terrestrial surface (excluding ice capped regions) being crop- or rangeland [125], 
and conventional farming’s high disturbance practices on this massive scale of land since 
the dawn of the industrial revolution has contributed to a ~20x increase in the rate of 
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atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) input [5, 6, 23]. Tillage exposes existing soil organic 
matter (OM) and any relevant crop residues to immediate increased microbial oxidation 
and decomposition, increasing rates of CO2 release from respiration, while the practice of 
leaving fields fallow between cash crops eliminates the opportunity to fix new 
atmospheric carbon (C) into the terrestrial system to generate OM and foster stable, 
diverse microbial communities [28]. 
 A single gram of healthy soil can contain up to a billion bacteria and meters of 
fungal hyphae from 1,000 – 1,000,000 different species, many of which are not readily 
culturable through traditional laboratory methods, leaving their identity and function in 
the soil ecosystem unknown [8, 126, 127]. By increasing the microbial diversity of 
agricultural soils, many natural ecosystem services lost from past high disturbance 
management can be regenerated, such as weed, disease, and erosion prevention; yield 
increases; and improved water management [8, 9]. Microbes also mediate roughly 80-
90% of soil processes including the cycling of essential nutrients and OM to create plant-
available forms, thus reducing the need for added synthetic fertilizers [121-123, 128, 
129]. These services provided by a diverse, healthy microbial ecosystem reduce the 
chemical demands of conventional agriculture and restore the soil rather than damage it, 
giving rise to the term “regenerative agriculture”. Regenerative agriculture focuses on 
building soil organic matter and promoting biodiversity through reduced tillage and 
synthetic inputs, eliminating events of bare soil, implementing of cover crops in rotations 
to foster plant diversity, and using rotational grazing or animal manures [5, 29, 36]. In 
addition to fostering living, healthy soils, regenerative practices also create opportunities 
to reduce atmospheric CO2 inputs from both microbial respiration and a decreased use of 
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heavy farm equipment, while moving C from the atmosphere back into the soil [29, 31, 
37]. 
 
4.1.2. The Transition from Conventional to Regenerative Agriculture.  
Regenerating soil ecosystems and restoring microbial diversity within them can 
be achieved by replacing conventional high disturbance techniques like aggressive 
tillage, chemical use, and fallow periods with practices such as no-till, diverse crop 
rotations, and the implementation of multispecies cover crop mixes to reduce or eliminate 
fallow periods [10-15]. Regenerative agriculture is based on these principles, but the 
means in which they are implemented may differ in practice based on environmental 
conditions, access to resources, and/or equipment availability. Because of these potential 
limitations, the transition from conventional farming to regenerative agriculture is not 
dichotomous, but rather tends to occur as a continuum based on the condition of land and 
availability of resources.  
A typical “first-step” in the transition from conventional to regenerative farming 
is the reduction of physical disturbance from frequent, heavy tillage to a system based on 
reduced tillage, termed “conservation tillage” (such as subsoiling only), or no-till 
systems. The reduction or elimination of tillage has become a common practice, with 
roughly half of the farms in the U.S. currently using no- or conservation-till, because of 
its physical benefits to the soil, such as reduction in erosion and compaction, improved 
soil and water quality, and increased soil organic matter [28, 130]. This reduction or 
elimination of tillage benefits soil physical and biological health in a variety of ways. The 
act of tillage exposes more soil OM and crop residues to microbial decomposition, 
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increasing CO2 release from microbial respiration while reducing the opportunity to 
increase OM in the soil. While it seems that this would increase microbial activity in the 
soil, this effect is only short-term, however, and once the surge of decomposition has 
ended the microbial communities decline rapidly, and the physical disturbance from 
tillage destroys hyphal networks of soil fungi, including arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi that 
enhance phosphorus uptake, contributing to soils that function less efficiently than soils 
with a more balanced microbial biomass [131-133]. 
With the exception of deserts, in the natural environment nearly all soils are 
covered on their surface by some sort of vegetation or residue to protect it [28]. 
Implementation of cover crops during conventionally fallow periods mimics this natural 
soil cover and helps prevent degradation that occurs to exposed fallow periods. The 
benefits of having soil covered between cash crops, especially when using multi-species 
cover crop mixes, include nitrogen (N) scavenging, reduction in erosion, weed 
suppression, increased nutrient recycling, protection of water quality, enhanced wildlife 
habitat, and increased soil health through adding C to the soil not only as cover crop 
residues left to cover the soil, but also as root exudates from living plants, which attract 
soil microbes to the rhizosphere [28, 29, 39]. The use of cover crops has shown 
significant differences in microbial community composition compared to conventional 
systems [82], as soil microbes use living plant root exudates as a food source, and 
through this microbial metabolism different organic forms of C and other nutrients are 
created that mutualistically benefit the plants and microbes alike. 
In addition to limiting tillage and implementing cover crops, the integration of 
livestock grazing into cropping systems creates another means to sequester CO2, preserve 
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soil and water quality, protect and foster biodiversity, and improve yields [134, 135]. 
Incorporation of livestock as grazers is considered a pillar of regenerative agriculture, but 
is often limited, especially on large-scale operations, by the cost and availability of 
livestock and the additional management and time necessary to maintain a healthy 
grazing operation. In lieu of grazing, it is much more common and available for 
producers to spread animal manures over fields, providing nutrients and inoculation of 
microbes to the soil without the cost- and time-prohibitive aspects of a grazing operation. 
Prudent application of manures, such as chicken litter, generally increase soil microbial 
biomass populations and activity, as well as increase microarthropod and earthworm 
populations, both of which contribute to beneficial effects on soil aggregation and 
porosity, as well as other soil physical properties [136]. 
The overarching goal of regenerative agriculture is to foster biodiversity, 
mimicking a natural state in which a great diversity of plants, animals, and 
microorganisms are present, while still providing food and fiber products necessary in the 
world today [28]. While the benefits of no-till or conservation tillage, cover crops, and 
animals and manures on soil and crop health and biodiversity have been explained, it is 
equally important to be aware of the detrimental effects that other common conventional 
practices have on soil biological health. The use of synthetic chemicals conventionally 
deemed necessary for productive crop growth (fertilizers, pesticides, fungicides, 
herbicides) also have negative effects on soil biology by creating imbalances in nutrient 
cycles, inhibiting microbial growth, and altering soil pH and salinity [136, 137], acting as 
a road block to regenerating soil biology and diversity even when other regenerative 
practices are implemented. An important aspect to regenerative agriculture includes 
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limiting or eliminating the use of synthetic chemicals to prevent these roadblocks from 
occurring.  
Complete elimination of fertilizer is typically not feasible on large scale 
operations, even those implementing regenerative practices, so experimental 
determination of the amount really necessary may be required to acquire appropriate 
yield outcomes while limiting damage to soil biological health. Data from a 5-year plot 
study examining N and potassium (K) applications on yield outcome (see Chapter 3) 
showed variable results when less than prescribed levels of N were applied based on crop 
and environmental conditions. No statistical difference in yield was observed between 
plots that were treated with prescribed N and K and those treated only with the prescribed 
N for any crops in the rotation. These data show that the application of K (muriate of 
potash) is an unnecessary expenditure for normal crop growth in that region and could 
easily be scaled back to save cost and eliminate waste while reducing or eliminating 
negative effects on soil microbial community function and downstream eutrophication. 
Additionally, relatively new soil health tests, such as PLFA, CO2-Burst, and the Haney 
Test offer means to measure biologically-relevant forms of nutrients to provide a more 
precise prescription of fertilizer needs for biologically active soils, creating a benefit to 
soil health and a cost-savings to farmers unable to eliminate synthetic fertilizer use [21]. 
Despite the potential information that the commercially available biological 
health tests can provide, they all remain indicators for comparison over time, and lack 
any direct, precise measurement of biological constituents and their function within the 
complex soil ecosystem. Computational and analytical advances in high-throughput DNA 
sequencing methods offer a means to further explore and define these characteristics, 
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however, and coupled with retrospective and prospective measures of traditional soil 
fertility can create a more holistic definition of soil health and fertility. Analyzing the 
metagenome of agricultural soils offers a way to better understand not only the structure 
and diversity of the living component of the soil, but the functional capacity of that soil to 
support healthy crop growth, vigor, and yield. 
 
4.1.3. Implementing Metagenomics.  
The soil microbiome is a complex environment with significant biodiversity and 
heterogeneity, and currently available ultradeep sequencing methods offer unprecedented 
access to rare, poorly understood species within this environment, rather than being 
limited to understanding only the dominant, culturable species within the soil [138]. 16S 
rRNA genes from soil environments have been studied over time to examine effects of 
various environmental conditions on the microbial community [11, 124, 139-143], but 
these studies are often limited by the availability of specific, known 16S rRNA gene 
sequence catalogues, and typically results in nonspecific characterization to only the 
phyla or genus level. 16S rRNA sequencing has also been coupled with fluorescence in 
situ hybridization (FISH) to characterize prokaryotic ecology and diversity in 
environmental systems, but again lacks the ability to make large contributions to 
community characterization due to the limited known 16S rRNA catalogues, leaving 
many less relevant and dominant microbes yet uncharacterized [81]. Understanding soil 
microbial community structure is important to understanding the dynamics and function 
of the microbiome as a whole and its relationship with agricultural crops, and despite a 
limited specificity from 16S rRNA gene sequencing it is still capable of providing 
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valuable data and should be performed in conjunction with more specific functional 
metagenomics to better understand the dynamic relationships within the microbiome, 
including structural and functional resiliency to anthropogenic and environmental 
changes. Most sequencing studies to date have also analyzed relatively small numbers of 
samples, environments, and land uses, and typically take place over small spatial and 
temporal scales, limiting the value of any resulting relationships [124]. 
While other studies have used various genetic analysis techniques to examine 
aspects of soil microbiology of differing soil types and management practices at a 
“snapshot” in time [11-13, 123, 142-146], there is a lack of temporal data or prospective 
studies capable of explaining the taxonomic and functional changes that occur within the 
soil microbiome, limiting the data to the bias of environmental conditions at the time of 
sampling. Many of these studies address differences in the soil microbial community 
structure and function under conditions that are important to regenerative agriculture and 
soil health but, in addition to consisting of only a single sampling event, are further 
limited by only comparing one or few conditional variables at a time. Carbonetto, Souza, 
Wang, and Navarro-Noya et. al. [11, 13, 142, 143] all examined changes in microbial 
community structure between differing tillage and residue incorporation practices, and 
some with differing crop rotations; Francioli et. al. [146] compared long-term fertilization 
regimes using synthetic or manure fertilizers on microbial community structure and 
activity; and Xue et. al. [145] compared microbial functional genes between 
conventional, low-input, and organic agricultural systems. These studies all provide 
valuable data on soil microbial ecosystems, but most consist of a single sampling event 
on land that has been managed in its variable conditions for the long-term past, limiting 
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their ability to determine temporal relationships and changes in soil microbial 
ecosystems, including any important changes that occur in the temporal and physical 
process of moving from conventional, high disturbance practices to regenerative land 
management. Additionally, due to the complexity of the soil environment and the 
countless microbe-microbe, microbe-macrobe, and microbe-plant relationships, the 
reductionist method of examining one or few variables at a time in the above studies 
creates a barrier to understanding potential important differences in community structure 
and function that may define parameters of soil health.  
 
4.1.4. Application of Soil Metagenomics to Better Understand the Benefits of 
Regenerative Agricultural Practices 
For the sake of this research, soil fertility is defined as the ability of a soil to 
produce a healthy crop.  Traditional soil fertility measurements rely solely on chemical 
analyses that assume fertility is entirely dependent on fertilizer added.  This study 
proposes to examine an alternative to the chemical model, by recognizing that roughly 
80–90% of the processes in soil are reactions mediated by microbes [128, 129]. The 
overall goal of this study is to explore alternative ways to examine wheat (Triticum 
aestivum) health and yield as a function of soil microbiology. It is hypothesized that by 
creating healthier soils via regenerative agricultural practices, including no-till and cover 
crop use, natural microbiomes will become established within the soil and provide 
valuable ecosystem services, leading to healthier crops and better yields. To better 
understand the relationship between the soil microbiome and its effect on crop health and 
productivity, the functional potential, particularly the ability of the soil microbiome to 
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cycle and recycle N, of soil microbiomes from four differing intensities of traditional to 
regenerative land management practices will be examined, and related to traditional 
measures of crop growth, vigor, and yield. Based on crop uptake, N is the most limiting 
reagent for most agricultural, non-legume crop growth and productivity and, therefore, is 
the most commonly and increasingly used chemical input in agricultural systems 
worldwide [28, 65, 66]. Metagenomic analysis will provide data far beyond the scope of 
just N cycling, but for the purposes of this paper/dissertation, the N cycling genes will be 
a first step before later analysis of other essential nutrient cycling and cellular functional 
differences between the microbiome in differing land management strategies. 
Examination of these relationships will provide valuable new, prospective data on soil 
microbiomes under different agricultural management conditions that then can be 
compared to past, current, and future traditional soil fertility data and seasonal conditions 
(temperature, rainfall, Photosynthetically Active Radiation [PAR]) to provide a more 
accurate definition of soil fertility.  
 An understanding of the differences within the microbiome between traditional 
and regenerative farming practices will provide knowledge of the different 
biogeochemical functions that they are capable of performing within the soil 
environment. A better understanding of what a healthy soil is capable of if undisturbed 
could drastically change the rates at which chemicals need to be applied, providing 
significant cost savings for farmers and food, and reduce environmental impacts from 
chemical leaching and soil erosion. Despite other genetic studies of soil microbiology 
[12, 13, 123, 144, 145], there remains a lack of temporal data or capable of explaining the 
changes and growth that occurs within the soil microbiome even throughout a single crop 
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growing season. To overcome this temporal barrier, four differing intensities of tillage 
and cover crop implementation will be examined using standard physical/chemical soil 
and plant tissue analysis, as well as metagenomic analysis of community structure and 
functional capacity within each system at varying soil depths. The metagenomic approach 
offers a means to further explore and define the complex interrelationships of the soil 
environment and coupled with traditional physical and chemical soil health tests, can 
create a more holistic definition of soil health in agricultural systems. These physical, 
chemical, and biological measurements of varying degrees of regenerative management 
regimes at multiple times throughout crop growth and development will provide 
important information on what biological and physical factors influence both soil and 
crop health and vigor. 
4.2. METHODS 
4.2.1. Experimental Design 
 The plot system used for treatment and sampling was located Northwest of Little 
Rock, SC adjacent to SC Highway 57 and took advantage of a plot system from an 
existing SC Conservation and Innovation Grant (CIG) in which five differing degrees of 
tillage were examined, each with and without the use of cover crops, resulting in a total 
of ten treatment plots each with two replicates (Figure 4.1). To acquire preliminary data 
and due to funding constraints, only two of the five tillage regimes, no-till and 
disc/subsoil till, and their subsequent plots with and without cover crops, were used for 
the current study, resulting in two replicates each of the following treatments: 1) No-till 




All plots consist entirely of a Varina sandy loam (VaA) soil and have equal relief 
and daylight exposure with no shade. Plots are 20 x 100 feet in length and were divided 
into twenty 100 ft2 (10 x 10 ft) numbered grids to allow for randomization of triplicate 
samples to be taken from within each plot during sampling events. The corners of each 
plot were flagged, and a three-foot buffer zone was present between plots, allowing for 
easy visualization of plot perimeters as well as measurement to appropriate randomly 
selected grid sections during sampling events. While it was not a controlled variable in 
the study, all plots were fertilized with N by the farmer at planting (33kg/ha) and top-
dressed in early March (67kg/ha). 
 
4.2.2. Field Sampling 
 Sampling events occurred three times during the wheat crop between February 
and May of 2017 according to growth stages of the wheat plant. The first sampling event 
occurred on Feb. 7th at tillering, the second sampling event occurred on April 7th when the 
crop reached flag leaf stage, and lastly at plant maturity on May 25th. Three different 
types of samples (described below) were all collected at each sampling event from three 
randomly selected grids for each of the 8 plots. 
4.2.2.1.  Soil Metagenome Samples 
 Soil samples taken for metagenomic analysis were taken using the same standard 
soil sampler used in the above traditional soil health sampling. Three 6” deep cores were 
taken from each randomly selected grid within each plot. As each core was taken, it was 
measured and cut into three smaller depth profiles that were then combined to create 
composite samples for each of the three sub-depths of: I) 0-0.5”, II) 0.5-2”, and III) 2-6”. 
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The inside and outside of the soil sampler were cleaned with alcohol pads after each use 
to limit cross-contamination between samples. Immediately after the third core was cut 
and placed into the appropriate sample depth bag, the samples were placed in a cooler on 
dry ice to limit any microbial biological or functional changes occurring between 
sampling and returning to the lab where they were immediately placed in a -80°C freezer. 
4.2.2.4. Environmental Conditions 
 At each sampling event, the air temperature and conditions were manually 
recorded at the beginning and end of the time spent in the field. Precipitation values from 
the nearest weather station were also recorded for the 24-hours prior to sampling. At the 
beginning of sampling each new plot, photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) was 
recorded, resulting in a total of 8 PAR readings throughout the sampling time. 
 
4.2.3. Laboratory Metagenome Sample Extraction, Library Preparation, and 
Sequencing 
 Soil samples were thawed, and each profile depth homogenized before 250mg 
were removed for DNA extraction using Qiagen’s DNeasy PowerSoil Kit ® (Qiagen, 
Valencia, CA, USA). DNA concentration was then quantified with a QubitTM 2.0 
Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Fifteen of the total 108 
samples had DNA concentrations <20ng/µL and were re-extracted using a higher soil 
mass of 300mg/sample to achieve higher concentrations >20ng/ µL. 
 DNA samples were then diluted to 10ng/µL and sheared to ~400bp using a 
Covaris S2 Ultrasonicator (Covaris, Inc., Woburn, MA, USA) set to frequency sweeping, 
with 11 cycles of 10% duty, level 4 intensity, and 200 cycles per burst. Twenty of the 108 
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sheared samples were randomly selected and size checked on an Agilent 2100 
Bioanalyzer System and High Sensitivity DNA Analysis Kit (Agilent Technologies, 
Santa Clara, CA, USA) to confirm sample peaks within 300-600bp range. An additional 
two unsheared samples were added to this analysis to confirm before and after shearing 
size changes. All tested samples showed successful shearing to ~400bp so the entire set 
of sheared DNA samples proceeded to library preparation. 
 Samples were then prepared for sequencing using NEBNext® UltraTM II DNA 
Library Prep Kit for Illumina® (New England Biolabs®, Ipswich, MA, USA), following 
its corresponding protocol and using 108 unique NEBNext® Multiplex Oligos for 
Illumina®. SPRIselect® beads (Beckman Coulter Life Sciences, Indianapolis, IN, USA) 
and their respective protocols were used for all size-selection and bead-based cleanup 
steps during library preparation. Left- and right-side bead ratios of 0.7 and 0.53, 
respectively, were used to acquire a clean, uniquely labeled DNA product 300-600bp in 
size. Adequate library preparation quality was confirmed with a smear analysis from an 
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer System and High Sensitivity DNA Analysis Kits. Samples with 
improper size ranges or poorly-size-selected regions underwent a repeat right- or left-side 
cleanup depending on where they fell outside of the desired range; few samples prepared 
poor enough to warrant a complete repeat preparation with new sheared DNA to acquire 
desired size and quality.  
 After library preparation on each sample was complete, 15ng of each sample was 
combined into one library to create an even distribution of all samples prior to 
sequencing. The combined library was then again run on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer 
with the High Sensitivity DNA Analysis Kit to confirm the desired combined 
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concentration and size range. Sequencing of the library was then preformed on an 
Illumina MiSeq™ system (Illumina, Inc.; San Diego, CA, USA) [147] using the MiSeqTM 
Reagent Kit v3 and PhiX Control v3 (Illumina, Inc.; San Diego, CA, USA) following the 
MiSeqTM Reagent Kit protocol. The library was diluted to 4nM based on library 
quantification from QubitTM 2.0 Fluorometer after the first plate sequencing tray failed 
due to an overloaded flowcell from too high a concentration calculated from the values 
reported by the Agilent Bioanalyzer. Following denaturation of the 4 nM library with 
0.2N NaOH, the library was then diluted to 17 pM and an additional heat denaturation 
step at 97˚C was performed after which the samples were immediately transferred onto 
ice. Before loading sequencing trays, all libraries were spiked with 1% PhiX control. All 
subsequent sequencing runs were successful based on the QubitTM calculations. Because 
the combined library consisted of 108 individually identified samples, it was sequenced 
twice using two MiSeqTM Reagent Kits to increase the depth of sequencing for each 
sample. 
 
4.2.4. Bioanalytical Methods 
4.2.4.1. Metagenome Assembly 
 Sequencing reads from the first of two duplicate DNA libraries run on the 
MiSeq™ were imported in forward and reverse pairs into FastQC v0.11.7 (Babraham 
Bioinformatics, Babraham Institute, Cambridge, UK) for an initial quality control check 
and to record the average base pair (bp) size and number of sequences of each individual 
sample from both sequencing replicates. Acceptable QC reports for all 108 samples after 
the first MiSeq run confirmed a quality library preparation and concentration that was 
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able to be run again for the second sequencing run. The FastQC check for the duplicate 
library again showed acceptable QC reports, allowing the sequencing runs to proceed to 
metagenome assembly. 
The original MiSeq files from each sequencing run were QC trimmed using 
BBDuk, part of the Join Genome Institute’s BBTools package [148] (ktrim=r, k-23, 
mink=11, hdist=1, tpe, tpo, qtrim=r, trimq=20, maq=20, entropy=0.8, minlen=100), 
resulting in a paired and a single end output file for each input sequence. These files were 
then trimmed a second time to remove any remaining PhiX control DNA from the sample 
sequencing reads (k=31, hdist=1). The soil metagenome was then assembled using both 
the clean paired end and single end reads using MegaHit [149]. The metagenome was 
assembled using two different assembling criteria in MegaHit; once using the 
Metasensitive protocol, and another using Metalarge.  
 The original clean paired- and single-end reads were then overlap-based error-
corrected using BBMerge to generate another level of sequence quality cleaning while 
keeping the forward and reverse reads separate for more efficient assembly. A third 
metagenome assembly was performed from the original clean paired-end reads by 
merging the paired-ends using BBMerge to create a merged sequence file for the pairs, 
and a file for the sequences that were not able to be merged. These four files, plus the 
original clean single-end reads file, were then also assembled with with Megahit, using 
both Metasensitive and Metalarge presets, resulting in a total of six different assembled 
metagenomes: 1) BBDuk trimmed reads with Metasensitive assembly, 2) BBDuk 
trimmed reads with Metalarge assembly, 3) BBMerge overlap-corrected reads with 
Metasensitive, 4) BBMerge overlap-corrected reads with Metalarge, 5) BBDuk trimmed 
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and BBMerged with Metasensitive, and 6) BBDuk trimmed and BBMerged with 
Metalarge. The six differentially assembled metagenomes were compared based on 
contig quality and size using MetaQuast [150] with a minimum contig length of 500bp to 
determine the best assembly to use for taxonomic and functional gene annotation. The 
BBDuk trimmed BBMerged pairs assembled using Metalarge (#6 above) resulted in the 
best contig quality and size and was chosen for downstream analyses.  
4.2.4.2. Annotation of Functional Genes & Taxonomy 
 Assembled metagenomes were then screened to identify existing genes within 
each contig using PROkaryotic Dynamic programming Gene-finding Algorithm 
(Prodigal) [151] and mapped to the original sequencing reads using BBMap to annotate 
genes to individual samples for experimental analysis. Prodigal predicted genes were then 
translated into amino acid sequences and searched against two different databases to 
identify gene function using the NCBI’s BLASTp program: 1.) an in-house functional 
gene database generated based on data from Michigan State University’s FunGene 
functional gene pipeline and repository [152], GEOCHIP [153]; and 2.) the NCBI non-
redundant (NR) protein database [154]. GhostKOALA Query Data Input was also used to 
screen the gene predictions against a third amino acid database; Japan’s KEGG 
Orthology And Links Annotation database of nonredundant KEGG Genes [155]. To 
annotate taxonomy, the same raw contigs from the assembled metagenomes were also 
searched against NCBI’s nucleotide database using BLASTn and labeled with their 
corresponding taxonomic classification. 
 CLC Genomics (Qiagen) was used to differentiate and quantify the abundance of 
the annotated genes and their taxonomic classification for each individual sample. The 
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reads per kilobase million (RPKM), normalized for sequencing depth and length of the 
gene, calculated for each contig by CLC Genomics was used for all downstream figures 
and analyses. Raw RPKM values for each triplicate sample were used for statistical 
comparisons between the four sample treatments (land management practices), as well as 
changes observed temporally and with sample depth. 
4.2.4.3. Metagenomic and Statistical Analysis 
 Differences in the abundance (RPKM) of N-cycle genes were analyzed for each 
soil depth between the four different land managements and over time using One-Way 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA, p<0.05) and Fishers Correction for Multiple 
Comparisons (Minitab® 19; State College, PA, USA). Comparisons of abundance were 
performed on the raw dataset to examine overall abundance of N-cycling genes, as well 
as on each of the 12 categorized N-cycling processes individually. Shannon, Simpson, 
and Inverse-Simpson diversity indices were calculated for the community structure based 
on the genera annotated to each N-cycling contig using the vegan package in R [156]. 
ANOVA (p<0.05) and Fishers Correction for Multiple Comparisons was again used on 
the raw dataset and on each individual process diversity indices to identify significant 
differences in the alpha diversity between land management practices. Both the raw and 
the process-specific comparisons were made for each of the three sampling depths being 
studied. 
4.3. RESULTS 
4.3.1. Metagenome Assembly and Annotation 
The complete metagenome assembled from both sequencing libraries (all 
sampling events and soil depths combined) had a total size of 395,042,426 bp generating 
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617,993 unique contigs >500bp in length with a GC content of 65.08%, N50 of 606, and 
largest contig size of 34,455.  Annotation quality of the contigs was very similar between 
the in-house functional gene database and the NR database. While the GhostKoala 
annotations tended to match those annotated by the in-house and NR databases, the 
scores were less consistent, especially at lower bit-scores. Due to this inconsistency, a 
combination of the in-house and NCBI databases were used to annotate the assembled 
metagenome with functional genes and their subsequent functional categorization (i.e. N-
cycling). The in-house database was annotated first, followed by the larger NCBI 
annotation on all remaining contigs. The annotations from the two databases consistently 
matched at bit-scores higher than 40 but became inconsistent at values below 40. Thus, 
annotations with bit-scores <40 were not included for comparison. This cutoff resulted in 
a total of 163,248 annotated contigs to be compared.  
While the in-house database had already been categorized with gene function (i.e. 
nitrogen fixation), the annotation data from the NCBI non-redundant database was not. 
Uncategorized NCBI annotations were labeled with the respective GhostKoala module 
categories for each contig due to the consistency of gene annotation between those two 
databases at the cutoff of bit-scores >40. This resulted in 5,235 of the 163,428 annotated 
contigs being categorized as having a function involved in N-cycling and used for further 
analysis in this study.  
Functional annotation and/or specific gene name from the respective database was 
used to categorize contigs into specific processes within the N-cycle, resulting in a total 
of 17 N-cycling processes. Five of the 17 processes were not included in statistical 
comparisons, however. Four were excluded for having low total RPKM values and 
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mostly zero abundance values at the individual sampling points and events. The fifth, 
Hypothetical Protein process, was excluded due to the hypothetical nature of the category 
limiting its usefulness in understanding the significance of any observed differences. The 
17 N cycling processes included and excluded from analysis are shown with their 
respective total RPKM values in Table 4.1. 
Taxonomic annotation of the N-cycling contigs resulted in 354 unique 
classifications of genera from 31 different phyla. Contigs for which taxonomic annotation 
was not available to the genus level were labeled as “unclassified [deepest level of 
taxonomic classification]”, or as “Unknown” if no taxonomic annotation was available.  
 
4.3.2. N-cycle Gene Abundance 
 The total abundance of N-cycling genes within the soil was compared between 
treatments and over the three sampling events throughout the wheat crop. Significant 
increases (ANOVA, p<0.05) were observed over time at all sampling depths, but not for 
all of the land management groups (Figure 4.2a). Samples from 0-0.5” had significant 
increases in overall N-cycling abundance across all treatment groups from April 7 to May 
25 (NT p≤0.001, NTc p=0.014, T p=0.023, Tc p=.0001), as well as a significant increase 
from February 7 to April 7 for the NT plots based on groupings from Fishers correction 
for multiple comparisons. Samples taken from deeper in the soil profile had fewer 
increases, with the 0.5-2” samples showing significant increases in abundance from April 
to May only in the T (p=0.003) and Tc (p=0.009) plots, while the 2-6” samples had 




 While the observed increases in abundance over time were expected due to 
increasing temperatures and root biomass as the wheat growing season progressed from 
February to May, no differences in N-cycling gene abundance were observed between the 
four land management groups during any of the three sampling events or at any depth 
within the 6” soil profile (Figure 4.2b). The magnitude of the increase in gene abundance 
can be clearly observed in the 0-0.5” samples from April to May, and at this final 
sampling point it can be seen that both of the cover-cropped plots (NTc and Tc) had mean 
abundances greater than the non-cover-cropped plots (NT and T), but the magnitude of 
the difference between the two pairs was not significant (p=0.232). 
 When categorizing the abundance of N-cycling genes into specific processes 
within the N-cycle, many shifts in gene abundance are observed both over time and 
throughout the soil profile (Table 4.2). Of the twelve N-cycling processes used for 
comparison between treatment groups, only three had differences in gene abundance that 
were significant (ANOVA, p<0.05) between land management treatments at any of the 
three sampling events or depths: Ammonia Oxidation, Ammonium Oxidation, and Nitrate 
Oxidoreductase. Heatmaps of the changes in gene abundance among these three 
processes relative to their respective T land management plots (used as a reference due to 
it being the most disturbed management practice) and the sampling events and soil depths 
at which significant differences in abundance occurred are shown in Figure 4.3.  
 Ammonia Oxidation had significant differences in gene abundance only at the 
May 25 sampling event at 0.5-2”, where the Tc plots had a significantly higher 
abundance of ammonia oxidation genes than the NT, NTc, and T plots (p=0.045) based 
on groupings from Fishers correction for multiple comparisons (Figure 4.3a). 
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Ammonium Oxidation also had significant differences in gene abundance at the 0.5-2” 
soil depth; at the February 7 sampling the NT plots were significantly higher in 
abundance than the NTc, T, and Tc plots (p=0.045), and at the May 25 sampling the Tc 
plots were significantly higher in abundance than the NTc and T plots, but were not 
significantly different from the NT plots (p=0.027) (Figure 4.3b). Nitrate Oxidoreductase 
was the only N-cycling process to show differences in abundance between land 
management at the 2-6” soil depth, where the NT plots were significantly more abundant 
than both the NTc and T plots, but not different from the Tc plots (p=0.019) at the  
(Figure 4.3c). No statistical differences in gene abundance between land management 
plots were observed in the 0-0.5” section of the soil profile for any of the N-cycling 
categories individual or for the entire N-annotated dataset as a whole. 
 
4.3.3. N-cycle Community Structure 
 The microbial community within the 6” profile of the soil ecosystem showed 
differences in structure between land management practices, soil depth, and over time, 
despite limited observed differences in the overall gene abundance described above. 
Shannon, Simpson, and Inverse-Simpson diversity indexes were calculated to determine 
the α-diversity of the microbial community for the whole N-cycling dataset as well as for 
each of the 12 individual N-cycling processes by sampling date and soil profile depth. 
Simpson diversity indexes showed the most statistically relevant differences in diversity 
between land management treatments compared to the Shannon and Inverse-Simpson 
indices, and matched significant difference calls with the other two indexes more 
frequently than they did with each other (i.e. Simpson would match a Shannon significant 
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difference when Inverse-Simpson would not, or visa versa, for any given sample) so it 
was selected as the α-diversity index to be used for subsequent comparisons. 
 No significant differences in α-diversity was observed based on Simpson diversity 
indices for the whole N-cycling community to the genus level between land management 
treatments or over time between sampling events. Boxplot representation of Simpson 
diversity indices grouped by land management and by sampling event are shown in 
Figure 4.4a and 4.4b, respectively. While there were no significant differences in α-
diversity between land management treatments for any given sampling event or depth, 
shifts in community structure are occurring temporally and throughout the top 6” soil 
profile. A more focused examination of the community structure for the individual N-
cycling processes continues to show these shifts in microbial communities and can be 
seen for each of the individual processes with tables of their respective of Simpson 
diversity index values in Figure 4.5a-k. The diversity index was not calculated or 
graphically shown for Nitrate Oxidoreductase, however, because only 1 genus 
(Nitrospira) was responsible for harboring these genes for any given sample depth or 
sampling date. The remaining eleven N-cycling processes were all diverse enough to 
calculate α-diversity, five which had significant differences (ANOVA, p<0.05) between 
land management treatments.  
 Glutamine Synthetase (Figure 4.6a) had a significant difference in α-diversity 
between treatments in the 0.5-2” sample from April 7. A total of 171 different genera 
were found to be harboring Glutamine Synthetase genes in the soil from this sampling 
time and depth. Based on ANOVA and Fishers correction for multiple comparisons, NTc 
and NT plots had significantly higher diversity than the T plots but were not significantly 
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more diverse than the Tc plots (p=0.047). The NTc and NT plots also had a greater 
observed, but not statistically different, mean gene abundance (RPKM/0.5” soil depth) 
than the T and Tc plots for these samples. 
 The α-diversity of Nitrate Reductase genes also differed between treatments at the 
0.5-2” soil depth, but at the initial February 7 sampling event (Figure 4.6b). 174 different 
genera were found to be harboring Nitrate Reductase genes for this depth and sampling 
event. ANOVA and Fishers correction show the NTc plots having greater α-diversity 
than the Tc and T plots but not greater than the NT plots, and the NT plots having greater 
α-diversity than the T plots but not greater than the Tc plots (p=0.016). Despite Tc having 
the highest mean RPKM/0.5” soil depth of Nitrate Reductase genes for these samples, it 
was not greater in diversity than any of the other land management treatments. 
 Nitric Oxide Reductase (Figure 4.6c) had a significant difference in α-diversity 
between treatments in the 0-0.5” sample taken on April 7. 106 unique genera were 
harboring Nitric Oxide Reductase genes in the soil from this sampling time and depth. 
ANOVA and Fishers correction ranks NTc and T as having higher diversity than NT, but 
not significantly different from Tc (p=0.047). While NT had the lowest α-diversity for 
this group of samples, it did have the highest mean RPKM/0.5” soil depth of the four land 
management treatments. 
 Nitrogen Fixation genes were harbored by 62 different genera and had significant 
differences in α-diversity between land management treatments at two separate depths 
and sampling events.  At the February 7 sampling event at 0.5-2” soil depth, T plots were 
significantly more diverse than NT and NTc plots but not different in diversity from Tc 
plots, and the Tc plots had higher diversity than the NT plots (p=0.045) (Figure 4.6d). 
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The later sampling event of May 25 also had significant differences in α-diversity for the 
community harboring Nitrogen Fixation genes at the top, 0-0.5” soil depth (Figure 4.6e). 
For this latter sampling event, ANOVA and Fishers correction showed NTc, Tc, and T all 
having a significantly higher α-diversity than the NT plots (p=0.043). For both of these 
sampling depths and times that had significant differences in the α-diversity harboring 
Nitrogen Fixation genes, the NT plots had not only the lowest diversity index, but also 
had the lowest mean abundance of genes. 
 Urea Degradation had significantly different Simpson diversity indices on the 
May 25 sampling date at 2-6” soil depth (Figure 4.6f) despite only being harbored by 34 
different genera. The NTc, Tc, and T plots all had significantly higher Simpson diversity 
indices than the NT plots based on ANOVA and Fishers correction (p=0.027). Following 
the trend seen above for Nitrogen Fixation, the NT plots had not only significantly less 
diversity based on Simpson and only having two genera harboring Urea Degradation 
genes (one being the “unknown” genus group), but also had the lowest mean RPKM/0.5” 
soil depth of the four treatments. 
4.4. DISCUSSION 
4.4.1. Total N-cycling Potential through Wheat Crop Maturity 
 This study took place throughout a single wheat (Triticum aestivum) crop with 
sampling beginning in early February at wheat tillering and continuing through wheat 
pre-harvest maturity at the end of May. Average high/low temperatures during the three 
months that samples were taken during the wheat crop were 20.5/6.5 °C in February, 
25.8/13.6 °C in April, and 28.1/16.4 °C in May. Total rainfall was 1.61”, 4.71”, and 3.69” 
for February, April, and May of 2017, respectively. While temperatures and moisture 
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increased throughout the growth season, the above- and below-ground biomass of the 
wheat crop was increasing as well. This ~8 °C increase in temperature and increasing 
rainfall from the Winter months into Spring, in conjunction with increasing root biomass 
is likely why the expected increase in total N-cycling gene abundance (RPKM/0.5” soil 
depth) was observed at all depths for most land management treatments. Figure 4.2a 
shows that all four land management treatments had a significant increase in N-cycling 
gene abundance from April 7 to May 25 from the top 0.5” soil sample. In both cover- 
cropped and non-cover cropped plots, this top half inch of soil is most susceptible and 
exposed to changes in temperature and small quantities of precipitation. While soil 
temperature at the three depths studied here was not measured, the observed significant 
increase in RPKM/0.5” soil for the top profile is likely attributable to temperature 
increases as the growing season progressed.  
Deeper in the soil profile there were still significant increases in abundance for 
many of the land management treatments, but of decreased magnitude of the increases 
seen in the top 0.5”. The T and Tc plots showed significant increases in abundance from 
April to May at both the 0.5-2” and 2-6” soil depths, while NT plots had a significant 
increase only at 2-6” and NTc had no significant increases below the top 0.5”. M.C. 
Fortin has shown that seed zone soil temperatures are higher in tilled soils compared to 
no-tilled soils and that residue (such as that from cover crops) further buffers that 
difference [157] throughout a corn growing season. This may be the reason why gene 
abundances were consistently and significantly increasing from April to May at all 3 soil 
profile depths in the two tilled plots. but appear to be buffered in the no-till plots. 
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When comparing differences in total N-cycling gene abundance between 
treatments (Figure 4.2b) another interesting, but not statistically significant, trend can be 
observed. At the initial February 7 sampling event, the top 0.5” profile of the mean 
abundance of genes in T plots is the highest of the four land management treatments but 
drops over time through the final sampling event where it has become the lowest mean 
abundance. This is possibly due to the combined phenomenon of short-term increased 
microbial metabolism known to occur in tilled land where soil microbes at the soil 
surface become exposed to more atmospheric oxygen [28, 158], and the application of N 
fertilizer at planting. These temporary early conditions may have selected for soil 
microbes that were able to more rapidly metabolize fertilized N under the presence of 
more available O2, allowing for increased microbial metabolism, growth, and replication. 
This short-term change in the T plots gene abundance, however, was not significant and 
the overall trend of no difference in abundance between tillage and cover crop treatments. 
The data shown here is limited to N-cycling genes, but it is similar to the phenomenon 
seen by Novarro-Noya et. al. in which they found no difference in overall bacterial 
abundance between tilled and no-tilled soils using 16s rRNA [13].  
While this data shows an increasing abundance in N-cycling genes through three 
sampling events over a four-month wheat growing season, Orellana et. al. have observed 
stable abundances of functional genes in midwestern soils when sampled four times over 
a twelve-month period [159]. While the data shown here is shorter-term and thus far 
limited to only N-cycling functional genes, it supports further need for increased 
frequency of sampling over time through and beyond cash crop seasons to better 
understand seasonal and environmental patterns influencing the soils microbial functional 
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potential that is lacking in most sequencing studies to date [124]. Future analysis of the 
remaining functional groups characterized from the metagenome used in this study (C, P, 
S, Stress Response, & “Other”) will expand this body of knowledge and may show trends 
matching those described by Orellana, but will not fill the need for additional longer-term 
studies through multiple crop rotations.  
  
4.4.2. N-cycling Potential between Different Land Management Practices 
The intensity of physical disturbance of the soil based on land management had a 
significant effect on at least 3 important processes within the N-cycle; Ammonia 
Oxidation, Ammonium Oxidation, and Nitrate Oxidoreductase. Despite the consistent 
significance in total N-cycling gene abundance described above being in the top 0.5” of 
soil, the process-specific influences on N-cycling potential based on land management 
tended to be in the 0.5-2” soil depth. Figure 4.3a and 4.3b show four of the five total 
significant abundance differences occurring at the 0.5-2” depth profile for Ammonia and 
Ammonium Oxidation genes. The fifth significant abundance difference occurred for 
Nitrate Oxidoreductase genes (Figure 4.3c) at the 2-6” depth.  
Ammonia and Ammonium Oxidation genes sampled on May 25 both resulted in 
Tc plots having a significantly higher abundance than NTc, and T plots (Ammonia 
Oxidation was also higher than NT, but Ammonium Oxidation was not) based on 
ANOVA’s and Fisher’s correction for multiple comparisons (p=0.045 and 0.027, 
respectively). Meanwhile at the earlier sampling events, Ammonia Oxidation genes were 
more abundant in the NT plots than all other plots at 0.5-2” soil depth (p=0.045) on 
February 7, and Nitrate Oxidoreductase genes were also more abundant in NT plots than 
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in NTc and T plots (but not different from Tc) at the 2-6” soil depth (p=0.019). This may 
indicate an increased abundance in NT plots early in the wheat growth season that is 
overcome by Tc plots as temperatures warm and plants mature later in the season, but the 
data shown here is not consistent enough across N-cycling processes or soil depths to 
confirm any associations. 
All three of these N-cycling processes with significant differences in gene 
abundance between treatments had and increased abundance in at least one of the more 
regenerative land management practices (Tc, NT, and NTc) compared to the 
conventionally managed T plots with the highest disturbance intensity. There were no 
statistically significant differences in gene abundance for any individual N-cycling 
process in which the conventional T plots had a higher abundance than any of the three 
more regenerative plots. Ammonia Oxidation, Ammonium Oxidation, and Nitrate 
Oxidoreductase are all nitrification steps involved in the transformation of ammonia or 
ammonium to plant available nitrate (NO3
-). Based on the differences in RPKM/0.5” soil 
depth for these three processes, Tc, NT, and NTc land management provide more soil 
microbiome potential to produce plant-available forms of N than conventional T 
management. These findings, while thus far limited to only N-cycling processes, support 
the benefit of regenerative land management practices by showing that they may foster a 
microbial community that is more capable of recycling N than conventional management, 




4.4.3. Microbial Community Structure Responsible for Cycling N 
 Changes in the community structure harboring 1.) the entire N-cycling annotated 
genes, and 2.) N-cycling process-specific genes were analyzed by calculating the 
Simpson Diversity Index (α-diversity) for the respective dataset and comparing between 
the four land management treatments using ANOVA and Fisher’s correction for multiple 
comparisons. This diversity index is less sensitive to richness and more sensitive to 
evenness than the commonly used Shannon index [160], making it a more appropriate 
measure for biodiversity in this study where for many of the 12 specific N-cycling 
processes examined, every sample from the four land management treatments is not 
necessarily represented by every genus capable of harboring the respective process genes 
(i.e. evenness cannot be assumed within each comparison). 
Examining the entire N-cycling community, no statistically significant differences 
were observed over time throughout the wheat crop, or between treatments at any given 
sampling point. Boxplots in Figure 4.4 show the relatively consistent distribution of 
Simpson α-diversity over time and between each the treatments. Despite an obvious and 
significant increase in overall N-cycling gene abundance described above and in Figure 
4.2, the overall community harboring these genes remains the same. This suggests that 
the increase in temperature and root mass as the wheat growing season progresses results 
in a subsequent increase of the whole community harboring N-cycling genes and does not 
select for or result in particular genera within the community becoming more, or less, 
dominant. 
 The community structure of the eleven N-cycling processes examined was only 
significantly different (ANOVA, p<0.05) between land management treatments for five 
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specific processes: Glutamine Synthetase, Nitrate Reductase, Nitric Oxide Reductase, 
Nitrogen Fixation, and Urea Degradation. These N-cycle processes that had significant 
differences in their community structure between land managements all differed from the 
processes that had significant differences in gene abundance in 4.4.2 (Ammonia 
Oxidation, Ammonium Oxidation, and Nitrate Oxidoreductase). The processes that 
increased in gene abundance above were all involved in nitrification and showed that NT 
plots had higher abundance of their respective genes later in the wheat growing season 
and in sampling depths deeper than 0.5”. Glutamine Synthetase and Urea Degradation are 
also nitrification processes, both of which had significant differences in α-diversity at 
latter sampling events (April 7 and May 25, respectively) and lower soil profiles (0.5-2” 
and 2-6”, respectively). Glutamine Synthetase (Figure 4.6a) had a significantly greater α-
diversity in the NT and NTc plots compared to the T plots (p=0.047) while Urea 
Degradation (Figure 4.6f)  showed a contradictory trend of NT plots having significantly 
lower α-diversity than the three other plot treatments (p=0.027). Unlike the trend 
observed in the nitrification processes with significant abundance differences, the 
microbial community harboring Glutamine Synthetase and Urea Degradation genes does 
differ significantly between land management treatments but does not trend in favor any 
of the regenerative or conventional land management practices.  
 Nitrogen Fixation had significant differences in the α-diversity between plots at 
two sampling events and different depths: on February 7 at 0.5-2” the T and Tc plots 
tended to be significantly more diverse than the regenerative NT and NTc plots (p=0.045) 
(Figure 4.6d), and on May 25 at 0-0.5” the NT plots had significantly lower α-diversity 
than T, Tc, and NTc plots (p=0.043) (Figure 4.6e). For both of these sampling events and 
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depths at which the microbial community differed, the NT plots had both the lowest α-
diversity (statistically significant in both cases) and the lowest mean Nitrogen Fixation 
gene abundance (not statistically different). While NT plots were consistently lower in 
diversity than the T plots, the two cover-cropped plot treatments (Tc and NTc) were not. 
Contrary to the trends observed for N-cycling gene abundance above and for Glutamine 
Synthetase community structure, the differences in community structure observed in 
Nitrogen Fixation do not clearly favor any particular regenerative or conventional land 
management practice in this study. 
 The final two N-cycling microbial communities that differed significantly in their 
α-diversity were Nitrate Reductase and Nitric Oxide Reductase; two denitrification 
processes. The microbial community harboring Nitrate Reductase genes showed the 
highest α-diversity in the NTc plots with statistically significant decreases as the intensity 
of disturbance from land management increased to NT, then to Tc, to the lowest α-
diversity occurring in the T plots (p=0.016) (Figure 4.6b). The other denitrification 
community that differed between management practices, Nitric Oxide Reductase, 
however, did not follow this same trend along the spectrum of disturbance intensity, but 
rather showed no trend or favor to conventional or regenerative practices in its 
community structure. The Nitric Oxide Reductase community was significantly more 
diverse in the NTc and T plots than the NT plots (p=0.047) (Figure 4.6c). 
Any of the observed trends in community structure and/or gene abundance above 
are very limited in nature due to the smaller than expected number of N-cycling 
processes, times, and sample depths that were significantly influenced by the land 
management in their respective plots. While the hypotheses that as the intensity of 
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disturbance in land management decreases (conventional T → regenerative NTc) the 
functional potential and biodiversity of systems will increase was supported by trends in 
gene abundance for Ammonia Oxidation, Ammonium Oxidation, Nitrate Oxidoreductase, 
and the increased α-diversity of microbial communities harboring Glutamine Synthetase 
and Nitrate Reductase genes, a lack of consistency in these measures over time and 
between gene abundance and community structure within processes leaves many 
questions about the robustness of these relationships in the agricultural environment. 
There were, however, no sampling events or soil depths in which the conventional (T) 
plots were statistically higher in abundance or α-diversity than all of the other plots (NT, 
NTc, Tc) on the spectrum of regenerative management.  
Most soil metagenome studies today have examined aspects of soil related to 
microbiomes and their function based on 16s rRNA gene studies and found relationships 
in abundance and diversity to particular no-till, reduced input, or conventional till 
practices [11, 141-143]. While some of the findings of these studies are similar to 
outcomes described in this paper, comparison between differing methods of community 
analysis and functional genes is difficult. The use of the metagenome to characterize 
community structure, limited in this paper only to the taxa responsible for N-cycling, is 
quite different from acquiring taxonomic data from 16s rRNA genes. Xue et. al. used 
GeoChip methods to examine community diversity and the abundance of functional 
genes including 15 specific and well documented N-cycling genes and found evidence of 
increased gene abundance under limited input management practices [145]. More 
recently, metagenomes similar to those used in this study but from differing soil locations 
were examined for differences in community structure and the influence of N fertilizers 
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on N-cycle gene abundances [159]. By not limiting this study to only well understood N-
cycle genes and including those with less concrete associations or annotations with N-
cycling, however, a different view of the overall functional potential of N-cycling within 
the soil metagenomes can be seen, but differs in relationships compared to studies 
focused on well-understood, specific genes. This contradicting and inconsistent data 
between similar but different study types is a difficult barrier to overcome. Further 
studies and data of consistent methods will be needed to fully understand if and how the 
management practices of conventional and regenerative agriculture influence the soils N-
cycling potential, community structure, and how those differences relate to crop health 
and productivity. 
 
4.4.4. Limitations and Future Work  
 This study was limited in that fertilizer application was not a controlled variable, 
but rather was at the farmers discretion. The only fertilization that was applied to this 
2017 wheat crop, however, was the pre-emerge and top-dressed N fertilizer described 
above. While this limited application of fertilizer is beneficial compared to traditional 
fertilizer applications from a soil health perspective, it could be influencing the current 
stage of the study described here examining the soil microbial N-cycling potential. All 
fertilizer treatments were applied equally to all plots studied, however, and should not be 
causal of differences observed between the treatment variables examined here.  
 The funding source for the current study limited it to be a preliminary study of the 
impact of land management on the soil’s functional capacity and community structure. 
While there is much more data available to analyze beyond the N-cycle data shown here, 
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the study was limited financially to 1.) only being able to acquire samples through a 
single crop and season, and 2.) a limited depth of sequencing available for the desired 
sample load. Despite these limitation, data on the N-cycling functional capacity and 
community structure described here, plus the potential for much more additional 
information on other important nutrient cycling processes from the metagenome 
generated in this study, provide a framework for future work over a longer time scale 
through multiple crop rotations and with the resources for much deeper sequencing to 
provide a more robust understanding of agricultural microbial ecology. 
 To continue exploring the microbial and molecular details of the influence of land 
management on soil functional potential and community structure, the specific 
differences in community structure for the five N-cycling processes with significant 
differences in α-diversity will be further explored and analyzed to identify any specific 
genera that were more or less impacted by land management practices. A better 
understanding of the specific microbiome constituents that do or do not thrive under 
certain management conditions can help provide information not only into the microbial 
community’s resilience to physical disturbance, but also into how that resilience relates to 
the functional potential of the soil to cycle and recycle N. 
 Repeat work of the analyses done here for N will also be repeated for other 
important soil nutrients and processes that have already been annotated from the 
metagenome assembled from the samples described here. Currently, the whole 
metagenome has been annotated and categorized for genes involved in carbon, 
phosphorus, and sulfur cycles, all of which will be analyzed in the same fashion as N-
cycling genes in this study. Known stress response genes have also been annotated and 
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will be explored to investigate the response of these genes to physical stress based on 
land management intensity. The ultimate goal of the work described here coupled with 
the projected analysis of C, P, S, and stress response genes is to gain a better 
understanding of the influence of land management on the cycling of important nutrients 
and organic matter and use multivariate and canonical correspondence analyses to 
attempt to relate functional potential and community structure data to traditional 
measures of soil and plant health that were also taken at the time of metagenomic soil 
samples.  Understanding not only how land management practices impact the soil 
microbial ecosystem, but how the functional capacity of those microbial ecosystems 
relates to crop health and productivity, as well as agricultural economics, is important for 
the future of agriculture and food production. 
4.5. CONCLUSIONS 
 The intensity of physical disturbance to agricultural soils based on land 
management practices does have an effect on microbial processes involved in N-cycling 
and the structure of the microbiome performing those processes. The abundance of genes 
for at least three nitrification processes in the soil metagenome were increased throughout 
the wheat growing season in regeneratively managed plots compared to conventional 
plots, and the community structures performing five additional nitrification, nitrogen 
fixation, or denitrification processes were significantly impacted by differential land 
managements. Details regarding the specific changes seen in the six microbial 
communities harboring the genetic potential for N-cycling will continue to be analyzed to 
determine if land management has direct effects on the resiliency of particular genera of 
microbes within the respective communities. The future analysis of both the functional 
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potential and community structure of additional important nutrient cycling processes that 
have already been annotated from the metagenome explored here will provide additional 
important information into the relationship between the soil metagenome, agricultural 




4.6. FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
Figure 4.1. Plot map and treatment layout. The location of the experimental plots was 
off of highway 57 northwest of Little Rock, SC. Plots marked with an * indicate the four 
management regimes used for this study from the existing plot layout (a.). The grid 




Table 4.1. List of N-cycle processes. The 17 N-cycling processes determined from the 
three database annotations can be found below, with the total RPKM value across the 
three sampling points and whether or not each specific process was used for downstream 
analysis. 
 
N-cycle Processes: Included Excluded Total RPKM 
Amino acid Oxidation reduction 
 
x 75.905 
Ammonia Oxidation x 
 
7369.297 









Glutamate Dehydrogenase x 
 
108199.466 
Glutamine Synthase x 
 
257193.238 






Nitrate Oxidoreductase x 
 
1850.953 
Nitrate Reductase x 
 
479621.468 
Nitric Oxide Reductase x 
 
153152.428 
Nitrite Reductase x 
 
693248.058 
Nitrogen Fixation x 
 
73497.889 














Figure 4.2. Boxplots of total N-cycling gene abundance. The total abundance of N-
cycling genes grouped by land management practice (a.) and sampling event (b.). Y-axis 
represents reads per kilobase million (RPKM) per 0.5” of soil depth. * in figure a. 
indicate significant differences (ANOVA, p<0.05) in abundance compared to previous 
sampling event.      
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Table 4.2. Total mean gene abundance by N-cycling process. Tables a, b, and c each 
represent the mean total gene abundance (RPKM) of each of the twelve nitrogen cycling 
processes from the 0-0.5”, 0.5-2”, and 2-6” sampling depths, respectively. The green-red 
color scale shows the highest (green) to lowest (red) abundance between treatments for 
each process and sampling event. 
 
 
No-Till No-Till + Cover Till Till + Cover No-Till No-Till + Cover Till Till + Cover No-Till No-Till + Cover Till Till + Cover
Ammonia 
oxidation
25 22 81 25 26 30 147 77 62 46 92 39
Ammonium 
oxidation
61 43 121 90 52 63 147 49 57 103 63 137
Glutamate 
Dehydrogenase
953 1067 1175 1182 1253 972 1184 1269 1237 1405 1163 1433
Glutamine 
synthase
2107 2392 2704 2841 2701 2665 2485 2258 2595 2715 2279 2857
Glutamine 
synthetase
4308 5046 4513 4480 4553 4900 4484 4189 5020 5048 4778 5078
Nitrate 
oxidoreductase
0 4 19 14 12 7 18 0 11 9 13 23
Nitrate 
reductase
4257 4523 4557 4445 4431 4564 4695 4608 4866 4840 4563 4622
Nitric oxide 
reductase
1694 1362 1542 1262 2050 1528 1619 1545 1797 1929 1564 1607
Nitrite 
reductase
5511 5156 5677 5350 5682 5599 5680 5242 9621 10908 9962 9882
Nitrogen 
fixation
757 998 769 726 716 765 927 573 734 908 733 997
Nitrous oxide 
reductase
409 298 326 457 415 419 326 446 506 408 461 425
Urea 
degredation
85 75 130 180 194 302 192 251 139 208 193 169
Total N-cycling 
RPKM:
20173 20986 21626 21115 22083 21825 21942 20526 26667 28537 25883 27276
No-Till No-Till + Cover Till Till + Cover No-Till No-Till + Cover Till Till + Cover No-Till No-Till + Cover Till Till + Cover
Ammonia 
oxidation
30 54 94 71 133 42 58 52 58 35 36 146
Ammonium 
oxidation
135 32 51 61 120 34 90 62 66 56 20 109
Glutamate 
Dehydrogenase
827 1014 821 923 745 1266 1009 992 1071 996 934 1123
Glutamine 
synthase
2302 2567 2270 2396 2591 2451 2379 2306 2401 2306 2525 2462
Glutamine 
synthetase
4207 4165 4609 4637 4037 4465 3772 3785 4459 4498 4492 4652
Nitrate 
oxidoreductase
8 5 0 7 16 15 7 0 0 15 11 18
Nitrate 
reductase
4338 4392 4185 4967 4496 4594 4426 4505 4319 4580 4570 4643
Nitric oxide 
reductase
1222 1672 1379 1353 1322 1501 1210 1415 1614 1455 1553 1528
Nitrite 
reductase
4524 4899 5363 5120 5312 5436 4745 4761 8655 9264 8434 8594
Nitrogen 
fixation
438 572 740 600 518 709 510 658 782 767 697 723
Nitrous oxide 
reductase
464 370 460 368 329 418 378 404 290 440 452 469
Urea 
degredation
266 196 195 143 188 197 91 203 120 222 200 141
Total N-cycling 
RPKM:
18761 19937 20166 20645 19808 21128 18675 19142 23834 24635 23924 24609
No-Till No-Till + Cover Till Till + Cover No-Till No-Till + Cover Till Till + Cover No-Till No-Till + Cover Till Till + Cover
Ammonia 
oxidation
151 126 53 59 52 58 80 102 44 89 117 42
Ammonium 
oxidation
65 72 92 107 85 93 84 145 64 43 84 85
Glutamate 
Dehydrogenase
729 790 756 699 825 686 894 921 1197 948 721 885
Glutamine 
synthase
2169 2174 2337 2013 2029 1611 2149 2181 2404 2244 2473 2394
Glutamine 
synthetase
4097 3982 4097 3927 4108 2977 3870 3823 4450 4009 3967 4233
Nitrate 
oxidoreductase
27 34 38 45 106 16 11 54 0 26 0 27
Nitrate 
reductase
4472 4621 4594 4482 4646 2810 4027 3924 4223 4741 4168 4181
Nitric oxide 
reductase
1190 1173 1159 1341 1038 817 1082 1256 1011 1438 1320 1504
Nitrite 
reductase
5050 4985 5098 4901 4454 3627 4734 4681 7754 9447 8743 8232
Nitrogen 
fixation
597 522 594 599 373 468 529 547 717 685 715 837
Nitrous oxide 
reductase
245 590 398 509 492 488 380 506 508 376 325 380
Urea 
degredation
74 208 235 159 91 124 252 247 86 174 157 133
Total N-cycling 
RPKM:
18907 19286 19458 18898 18398 13785 18133 18411 22545 24257 22809 22949
c.   2-6"
February 07 April 07 May 25
February 07 April 07 May 25
a.   0-0.5"
b.   0.5-2"




Figure 4.3. Heatmaps of N-cycling gene processes with significant differences in 
abundance between land management. Heatmaps represent the Log2 fold-changes in 
gene abundance by sample depth and time of sampling. A fold-change of 1 indicates a 
doubling or halving of gene abundance relative to the Tilled (T) land management (used 
as a control b/c it is the most highly disturbed system). N-cycling processes a. Ammonia 
Oxidation, b. Ammonium Oxidation, and c. Nitrate Oxidoreductase had significant 
differences in gene abundance between land management. Sampling events and depths 
with significant differences based on ANOVA of RPKM values are indicated with *. + 
indicates an RPKM of zero, resulting in the dramatic decrease in Log2 fold-change in the 




       
 
Figure 4.4. Boxplots of the Simpson Diversity Index of all N-cycling genes.  Simpson 
diversity indices for each sampling event and soil depth are shown grouped by a. land 

















































































Figure 4.5. Area charts of specific N-cycling processes with their corresponding 
Simpson diversity index. Figures are shown as follows: a. Ammonia Oxidation, b. 
Ammonium Oxidation, c. Glutamate Dehydrogenase, d. Glutamine Synthase, e. 
Glutamine Synthetase f. Nitrate Reductase, g. Nitric Oxide Reductase, h. Nitrite 
Reductase, i. Nitrogen Fixation, j. Nitrous Oxide Reductase, and k. Urea 
Degradation. Table values are for No-Till (NT) and Till (T), with treatments with cover 
crops are denoted with a (c). Bold table values indicate significant differences between 
treatments based on ANOVA, with Fishers correction for multiple comparisons grouping 

























Figure 4.6. Comparison of significant differences in Simpson diversity between 
treatments. 7 specific sampling events and depths had significantly different (ANOVA, 
p<0.05) α-diversity based on the Simpson diversity index and are shown here with bar 
charts of their corresponding community structure to the genus level for each of the four 
land managements compared. Bar end labels are the respective Simpson diversity indices 
with groupings from Fishers correction for multiple comparisons as the superscript. a. 
Glutamine Synthetase, b. Nitrate Reductase, c. Nitric Oxide Reductase, d. and e. 




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Data and experience acquired from the studies described in this dissertation all 
contribute to a renewed and/or better understanding of the ways in which we not only 
treat and manage our soil, but the ways in which we are able to measure it in a 
meaningful way. By examining soil health data over time for regeneratively managed 
land, the potential for transformation from CO2 to SOM was demonstrated. Beyond data 
used for the OM study, all other standard soil test measures are also available for these 
time frames and can be examined in a similar fashion to continue to gain a better 
understanding of which, if any, standard soil test parameters are indicators of soil health 
and plant productivity in healthy, diverse soils.  
While the comparison of standard soil tests to the Haney soil health tests in 
Chapter 3 did not result in strong relationships between either of the soil tests and crop 
fertility, the data did show that neither are sufficient representations of where and how 
crops, their root systems and relationship with soil microbes acquire required nutrients 
for growth and productivity. This questioning of the soil test system may be what is 
needed to promote additional research into the important relationship between plant 
productivity and which measurable indicators of soil health and fertility matter. The 
experimental plots used in this study did not continue past the 2018 corn harvest, 
meaning that any further temporal work utilizing controlled fertilizer regimes will have to 
be implemented and initiated elsewhere. Additional replication of these experiments on 
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differing piedmont and coastal plains’ ecosystems and soil types throughout SC could be 
compared to the data shown here to better understand long-term correlations of standard 
and soil health test data to productivity under regeneratively managed agricultural 
systems in the southeastern United States.  
While the parameters used for the soil health tests described above showed 
limited correlation and strength in their usefulness as indicators of health in well-
managed soils, the metagenomic data on N-cycling potential did show some promise. 
While limited in length of study and depth of sequencing, the few impacts on N-cycling 
associated with land management practices were involved in the nitrification of ammonia 
or ammonium into plant-available nitrate. Further replicates of these studies will be 
necessary to confirm or deny the few trends seen here. Additionally, ongoing work will 
continue to be done for this project to objectively and subjectively analyze the 
community structure in samples for which significant differences in α-diversity did occur 
to identify any additional trends in microbial community members effected by land 
management intensity.  
The metagenomic data analyzed here only focused on N-cycling, this leaves 
substantial amounts of genomic information left for future analysis. Carbon, phosphorus, 
sulfur, and stress response genetic potential from the plots used in this study will be 
examined next. Once a better understanding of these individual processes is complete, 
their combined data from the metagenome will be compared to the standard soil and 
tissue health test data acquired during each sampling event. This future work has the 
potential to directly correlate soil test values to a soil biological response. The 
metagenomic data collected and analyzed in this dissertation is from a single season of 
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regulated physical land disturbances. A single season of high disturbance may result in 
metagenomic profiles much different from those undergoing regular, constant physical 
tillage disturbances over time on lands managed conventionally. Soils and their microbial 
ecosystems have demonstrated resilience to short-term disturbance effects shown here, 
but the effect of continuous tillage may have more severe impacts. 
Despite all of the scientific evidence and reasoning presented in this document 
and the larger body of literature available today, the real hurdle in implementing changes 
to improve soil health and agricultural environmental outcomes is in the relationships 
between researchers and producers. Without the help, knowledge, resources, and land 
shared from current farmers and landowners, none of the research above will be able to 
continue. In addition to the above contributions to science, dissemination of this 
information to farmers and other involved parties was also an integral part of the work 
put into this dissertation and will continue to be for any future and ongoing research 
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ACTIVATION OF AFLATOXIN BIOSYNTHESIS ALLEVIATES 
TOTAL ROS IN ASPERGILLUS PARASITICUS. 
 
A.1. INTRODUCTION 
Filamentous fungi synthesize and release a diverse array of secondary metabolites 
into their environment, many of which have profound impacts on agriculture, industry, 
environmental sustainability, and human health [161]. Many compounds are used as 
medicines, including statins, penicillin, and other antibiotics. Many others, like aflatoxins 
and fumonisins, can be life threatening to humans and animals. Aflatoxin B1 (AFB1), a 
highly carcinogenic secondary metabolite synthesized by a group of Aspergilli, is a life-
threatening toxin causing significant morbidity and mortality worldwide, as well as 
billions of dollars in annual economic losses [162]. Due to the significant human and 
agricultural impacts of aflatoxin (AF), its biosynthetic pathway is one of the most 
characterized and widely studied models for understanding fungal secondary metabolism 
[163].  
The aflatoxin biosynthesis process is activated by several environmental cues and 
orchestrated by a complex regulatory network of more than 25 genes and 17 enzymatic 
steps [164-167]. The operation of this network is governed by the interactions of a set of 
global transcription factors, including LaeA and VeA [164, 168-172]. Upon receiving 
signals from cell surface receptors, these global transcription factors communicate with 
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pathway-specific transcription factors [examples include AflR [173] and GliZ [174, 175]] 
to activate specific aflatoxin biosynthesis genes. Many of the enzymes synthesized by 
this pathway then localize to specific vesicles known as toxisomes , which provide a 
platform for the completion of biosynthesis, sequestration, and export of aflatoxin to the 
environment [167, 176-179].  
To manipulate secondary metabolism in fungi for the benefit of public and 
environmental health, it is essential to understand the motivation for a fungal cell to 
preserve such an energy-consuming metabolic process with enormously complex 
molecular and cellular organization throughout the course of evolution. One of the most 
commonly hypothesized functions of fungal secondary metabolites is defense against 
other organisms in the same ecological niche. Antibacterial properties of secondary 
metabolites like penicillin and other beta-lactam antibiotics are well established in 
literature [180]. Beyond antibacterial properties, reports from Rohlfs et al. [181] suggest 
that aflatoxin and sterigmatocystin protect fungal cells from pests and insects. These 
studies all suggest that secondary metabolism provides fungi with a survival mechanism 
in nature.  
Several recent studies suggest that secondary metabolism is integrated with 
primary metabolism and its associated cellular mechanisms [163, 167, 182, 183], which 
implies that secondary metabolism may have a regulatory impact on other fungal cellular 
processes as well. One cellular process that appears to be associated with secondary 
metabolism in fungi is oxidative stress response. Recently, several basic leucine zipper 
(bZIP) transcription factors in filamentous fungi have been reported in the literature that 
not only regulate antioxidant genes participating in oxidative stress response, but are also 
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associated with the regulation of secondary metabolism [163, 184-191]. These reports are 
in line with previous reports [192-195] suggesting that oxidative stress induces aflatoxin 
synthesis in Aspergillus parasiticus. 
While these lines of evidence collectively demonstrate that the two cellular 
processes (aflatoxin biosynthesis and intracellular oxidative stress management) 
communicate at different regulatory nodes and are co-regulated, the effect of aflatoxin on 
oxidative stress remains unclear. In this study we address this knowledge gap through a 
comparative study of total reactive oxygen species (ROS) output between the wild-type 
A. parasiticus and its mutant, AFS10, in which the aflatoxin pathway regulator gene, 
aflR, is disrupted [196, 197]. In addition to measuring ROS, we also conducted a 
comparative assessment of superoxide dismutase (SOD) gene expression. SODs are 
conserved in eukaryotes and are synthesized in response to intracellular (O2
−) radicals (a 
type of ROS) generated as a byproduct of primary cellular functions [198]. To 
differentiate the aflatoxin-dependent effect on ROS generation from the possible genetic 
effects (of aflR disruption) we also conducted aflatoxin supplementation studies on 
AFS10. The results of this work provide direct evidence in support of the regulatory role 
of aflatoxin synthesis on total ROS output and explain the rationale for the co-regulation 
of oxidative stress with aflatoxin synthesis. 
A.2. RESULTS 
A.2.1. SU-1 Demonstrates a Significantly Larger Decrease in Total ROS Compared 
to AFS10 between 24 h and 48 h 
Aflatoxin biosynthesis is activated in SU-1 at 24 h under our culture conditions 
and reaches peak levels by the start of the stationary phase at 48 h [167, 199]. Under 
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these conditions aflatoxin biosynthesis is not activated in AFS10. As shown in Figure 
A.1a, during the 24 h–48 h-time window, aflatoxin accumulation in the growth medium 
was observed and aflatoxin genes were activated in SU-1 but not in AFS10. The genes 
nor-1 and ver-1 were chosen as representative aflatoxin genes that demonstrated drastic 
increases in expression similar to previously reported semi-quantitative analysis of 
transcript and protein analysis [200]. Quantitative comparison of total ROS 
(Dichlorodihydrofluorescein [DCF] fluorescence measurements shown in Figure A.1b) 
shows that at 24 h both strains demonstrate similar levels of total ROS, but by 48 h the 
total ROS decreased at a significantly higher rate in SU-1 than in AFS10. This 
demonstrated an association between the activation of aflatoxin biosynthesis and a 
decrease in total ROS, which may be attributable to either the presence of aflatoxin or the 
regulatory role of aflR. 
 
A.2.2. Higher Total ROS in AFS10 Compared to SU-1 at 48 h Associates with 
Significant Differences in SOD Gene Expression 
A.2.2.1. Bioinformatics Analyses of SOD Genes  
Since SOD genes are synthesized in eukaryotes in response to intracellular O2
− 
radicals (a type of ROS) generated as a byproduct of primary cellular functions [198], we 
investigated whether higher ROS at 48 h in AFS10 is correlated with the transcriptional 
activation of SOD genes. As a first step to do so we initiated a search for SOD genes 
within the available genome database of a closely related species, A. flavus [201] and 
identified five amino acid sequences (Table A.1). Out of these five sequences, two 
different sequences of copper–zinc SOD genes are annotated in the database as 
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CuZnsod1 and cytosolic CuZnsod, two sequences of iron SOD are annotated as Fesod 
and FesodA, and one manganese SOD is annotated as Mnsod. These five sequences were 
queried against the PROSITE database [202] to verify whether they contained any of the 
conserved functional domains or patterns that are present in the well-characterized SODs 
within the database.  
 
As shown in Table A.2A, two of these sequences contained superoxide dismutase 
(SOD) signatures. CuZnsod1 had two typical CuZn SOD signatures. The conserved 
sequence (AFHVHQfGDnT) matched with the consensus pattern, [GA]-[IMFAT]-H-
[LIVF]-H-[S]-x-[GP]-[SDG]-x-[STAGDE], for signature 1, where 2 H’s are copper 
ligands. Similarly, conserved sequence (GNAGaRpACgvI) matched with the consensus 
pattern, G-[GNHD]-[SGA]-[GR]-x-R-x-[SGAWRV]-C-x(2)-[IV], for signature 2, where 
C is involved in a disulfide bond. Mnsod contained the conserved sequence, 
DmWEHAYY, corresponding to manganese and iron SOD signature. This signature 
matched with the consensus pattern, D-x-[WF]-E-H-[STA]-[FY](2), where D and H are 
manganese/iron ligands. 
The PROSITE database was then used to investigate whether the three other 
sequences that did not contain typical SOD motifs contained regions that have high 
probability of occurrence (frequent patterns) in SODs. The remaining three amino acid 
sequences displayed the four patterns (an N-myristoylation site, a Casein kinase II 
phosphorylation site, and N-glycosylation site, and a Protein kinase C phosphorylation 
site) that are the most frequently present within the 390 SOD genes available in 





A.2.2.2. Expression Profiles of SOD Genes 
The gene expression of all five SODs was examined in both SU-1 and AFS10 at 24 h 
and 48 h post-inoculation in yeast extract sucrose (YES). Quantitative comparison of the 
transcript levels between 24 h and 48 h, with levels normalized to 24 h are shown in 
Figure A.2 and the list of primers used are mentioned shown under Table A.3. The data 
suggest that SOD expression profile in this fungus is growth phase dependent. Hence, 
while the expressions of Fesod and CuZnsod1 are higher in 24 h cultures (corresponding 
to the exponential growth phase) the Mnsod expression is significantly higher in the 48 h 
cultures (corresponding to the stationary growth phase). As seen in Figure A.2, AFS10 
displayed a significantly larger increase in Mnsod expression from 24 h to 48 h (~70-fold 
increase in AFS10 versus a ~40-fold increase in SU-1). Additionally, CuZnsod 
expression that remained constant in SU-1 showed a significant increase from 24 to 48 h 
in AFS10. No significant difference was observed between SU-1 and AFS10 for genes 
Fesod and CuZnsod1. Our results, therefore, demonstrate an association between higher 
ROS levels in AFS10 (compared to SU-1) and absence of aflatoxin biosynthesis during 
the 24 h–48 h time window in AFS10 with the significantly larger increases (compared to 







A.2.3. Aflatoxin Supplementation to AFS10 Growth Medium Changes Total ROS 
Output without Changing the SOD Transcript Levels 
The significantly larger decrease in total ROS in SU-1 compared to AFS10 could 
either be aflatoxin dependent, aflR dependent, or both. To examine if total ROS 
production is in-part aflatoxin dependent, we investigated whether aflatoxin 
supplementation to AFS10 impacts the total ROS levels. The results from this experiment 
are shown in Figure A.3. A 4 h supplementation of 24 h mycelia with total aflatoxin 
isolated from an SU-1 growth medium resulted in a significant decrease of total ROS 
(Figure A.3a). In contrast, the 4 h aflatoxin supplementation to 48 h AFS10 mycelia 
significantly increased the total ROS. To understand this differential effect of aflatoxin 
supplementation on the 24 h and 48 h AFS10 cultures, we conducted an examination of 
aflatoxin uptake by the mycelium during the 4 h time-period. As shown in Figure A.3b, 
the percentage removal of aflatoxin per unit mass of mycelium by the end of 4 h was 
significantly higher for 48 h cultures than 24 h cultures. This data also agreed with the 
aflatoxin accumulation in the mycelia, which demonstrated a significantly higher 
accumulation of aflatoxin in 48 h cultures than in 24 h cultures. To examine whether the 
aflatoxin accumulation was a free diffusion versus an active uptake mechanism by the 
mycelium, we conducted a similar experiment with equal masses of dead AFS10 cultures 
obtained upon autoclaving the cultures. Our results demonstrate that while the free 
diffusion of aflatoxin from the medium to the immersed dead cells resulted in a faster 
removal of aflatoxin from the medium, the aflatoxin could not be retained in the dead 
mycelia unlike the live cells, when taken out of the medium and washed. Collectively the 
gradual increase in aflatoxin removal from the medium (unlike the dead cells) and the 
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ability of retaining the aflatoxin in the mycelium suggests an active uptake mechanism of 
aflatoxin by the cells. The significantly higher uptake of aflatoxin in 48 h cultures than 
the 24 h cultures suggest that the differential effects of the aflatoxin supplementation on 
total ROS in the 24 h versus 48 h cultures are associated with the differential levels of 
aflatoxin uptake by the mycelia of these ages.  
 
Finally, we also examined whether aflatoxin supplementation resulted in changes 
in the expression levels of the SOD genes either in 24 h or 48 h cultures. Contrary to the 
total ROS readings, there were no significant changes in SOD expression that were 
attributable to AF supplementation (Figure A.3c), thereby suggesting the possibility that 
aflatoxin supplementation induced changes in the total ROS are acute biochemical 
effects. 
A.3. DISCUSSION 
This study provides the first direct demonstration of the regulatory role of a 
secondary metabolite on a cellular process of the producer’s oxidative stress 
management. It also can now explain the previous reports on the cross-talk between 
oxidative stress and secondary metabolism [192-195]. Based on our current findings and 
previously published literature, we propose here a ROS management model for aflatoxin 
producers (illustrated in Figure A.4). According to this model, aflatoxin biosynthesis 
protects cells against ROS accumulation from at least three different sources: (a) primary 
metabolic processes, (b) secondary ROS generated from aflatoxin biosynthesis, as 
proposed previously by Roze et al. [203], and (c) ROS generated upon aflatoxin uptake 
by cells during the stationary phase of growth (aflatoxin supplementation data from 48 h 
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AFS10 cultures in the current study). The aflatoxin-dependent protection occurs in one or 
a combination of the following ways: (a) utilization of ROS in the biochemical steps of 
the biosynthesis pathway [193], (b) aflatoxin-dependent reduction of ROS in cells at 
exponential growth phase (aflatoxin supplementation data from 24 h AFS10 cultures in 
the current study) and (c) aflR-dependent reduction of ROS (current study) possibly 
through its gene regulatory impacts outside the aflatoxin pathway gene cluster [204, 205]. 
Our data support the likelihood that disruption of aflR blocks all the three modes of 
aflatoxin-dependent protection, leading to a higher accumulation of super-oxide radicals 
in AFS10 compared to SU-1. This can explain the increased demand for SOD activation 
and the higher SOD transcript levels in AFS10 than in SU-1.  
To address the direct effect of aflatoxin on total ROS, we designed a 4 h 
supplementation experiment to compare the individual effects of the supplementation on 
the 24 h and the 48 h AFS10 cultures. We understand based on previous literature [167, 
200, 206] that 24 h cultures and 48 h cultures (under our standard growth conditions), are 
very different physiological systems; 24 h cultures demonstrate no secondary metabolite 
synthesis and in 48 h cultures secondary metabolite synthesis occurs at peak levels. The 4 
h time was optimized from initial uptake experiments in which we noticed no significant 
increase in the growth of the mycelia until 4 h under the given experimental conditions 
(data not shown). We reasoned that supplementation beyond 4 h would result in 
adaptation of fungal cells and that would not allow us to observe the acute effects as 
described in this study. 
It is speculated that fungal toxisomes, which are sites for the synthesis and 
compartmentalization of secondary metabolites [167, 177], receive input from 
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peroxisomes and mitochondria as well as from the secretory and Cvt vesicle transport 
pathways [177]. A significant increase in the mitochondrial SOD, MnSOD, at 48 h 
suggests that it is primarily responsible for dismutating the superoxides during the 
stationary phase. Previous proteomic data on fungal toxisomes in A. parasiticus [182] 
demonstrated an enrichment of superoxide dismutases, especially MnSOD, within the 
toxisomes as well. Catalases also present in the tosixomes then convert the hydrogen 
peroxide product of the dismutation reactions into oxygen and water. The data shown 
here correspond increased MnSOD with ROS levels after the initiation of aflatoxin 
biosynthesis support the possibility that superoxides are compartmentalized into fungal 
toxisomes in addition to the mitochondria, and become available for incorporation into 
secondary metabolite biosynthetic pathways, including aflatoxin synthesis, in addition to 
dismutation by SODs. We emphasize here that while the SOD expression profiles are 
closely and independently associated with total ROS and the activation of aflatoxin 
biosynthesis, our data (Figure A.3c) do not support aflatoxin as a direct regulator of SOD 
gene transcription, thereby suggesting that additional regulator(s) work in concert with 
AflR to regulate SOD gene expression. An example of such a regulator is the bZIP 
transcription factor AtfB [163, 207], which is in part one regulator of the SODs and the 
cellular response to intracellular oxidative stress [185, 186, 207] that binds to aflR gene 
promoter and physically interacts with the AflR [208, 209].  
One limitation of this study is the lack of an appropriate methodology for clean 
biochemical measurements specific for superoxide radicals (O2
−) within Aspergillus cells. 
Commercially available small molecules like DMPO, that can successfully trap O2
− 




quantifications. However, these small molecules fail to enter Aspergillus cells (data not 
shown). Within the cell, toxisomes are very dynamic systems that are continuously 
exporting protein and metabolite contents to the extracellular environment [176], at 
which time any present superoxide radicals would be detectable by molecules such as 
DMPO. Therefore, unless the extremely unstable O2
− radicals are incorporated into the 
location of aflatoxin synthesis within toxisomes, as in case of SU-1 (but not in AFS10), 
commercial cellular stains like MitoSOX or CellROX cannot provide a true overall 
quantification of the total O2
− radicals or total ROS through cellular imaging experiments 
as done for many mammalian cells, and will lead to inaccurate interpretations. The 
protocol used in these experiments is based on a methodology previously established by 
Chang et al. [210]. The method allows the substrate DCFH-DA to react with the total 
ROS generated within mycelia and form the fluorescent marker DCF that can then be 
quantified spectrophotometrically. While we acknowledge the technical limitations of the 
DCFH-DA probe in providing an accurate quantification of superoxides and total ROS 
[211], we reason that our experimental design, being dependent of relative ROS levels 
rather than accurate ROS quantifications, was able to circumvent these challenges and 
therefore our interpretations on relative ROS levels were not impacted.  
In conclusion, our findings establish the foundation for a long-term study that will 
investigate the molecular, cellular, and biochemical mechanisms underlying the 
differential effects of aflatoxin on ROS accumulation in cells that are in an exponential 
growth phase versus those in a stationary phase. We hypothesize based on these findings 
that secondary metabolites have a regulatory role in the cellular coordination of 
secondary metabolism and oxidative stress response in filamentous fungi. Our future 
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studies will shed more light on revealing the complexity of such coordination and thereby 
help identify novel targets for the manipulation of secondary metabolism. 
A.4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A.4.1. Strains, Media, and Growth Conditions 
Aspergillus parasiticus wild type strain SU-1 (ATCC56775) and the aflR 
dustrupted mutant, AFS10 [197, 200], were used for this study. Yeast extract sucrose 
(YES) (2% yeast extract, 6% sucrose; pH 5.8) was used as the liquid growth medium for 
the entire study for both strains. Fungal cells were grown for 24 h and 48 h by inoculating 
107 spores per 100 mL of growth medium and incubating the cells at 29 °C in a dark 
orbital shaker at 150 rpm.  
A.4.2. Quantification of ROS 
Comparison of ROS concentrations between SU-1 and AFS10 was conducted 
spectrophotometrically using 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) based on a 
previously described protocol [210]. Equal weight (0.5 g) of mycelia from a 24 and 48 h 
culture was placed into 1 mL of freshly made 1 μM DCFH-DA in phosphate buffered 
saline (PBS). After 4 h of incubation in the dark at room temperature (25 °C), the 
fluorescent yield of the DCFH-DA oxidation product, dichlorofluorescin (DCF), was 
measured using a Victor™ X3 2030 Multilabel Reader (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, 
USA) with an excitation/emission wavelength of 490/525 nm.  
A.4.3. Identification of Superoxide Dismutase Genes 
Since functional characterization of the SOD genes in A. parasiticus has not yet 
been completed, a bioinformatics analysis was performed to identify SOD gene 
sequences to allow for a comparative expression analyses to address our hypothesis. The 
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SOD genes analyzed in this study were identified by searching for “superoxide 
dismutase” in the accessible genome database [201] of A. flavus, a close relative of A. 
parasiticus that exhibits ~98–100% amino-acid sequence identity with A. parasiticus 
proteins that have been sequenced [163]. The search rendered five annotated amino-acid 
sequences which were then queried in the PROSITE database [202] against the 390 
available SOD genes to investigate whether they contained (a) the conserved functional 
domains typical of SODs, or (b) motifs with a high probability of occurrence that are 
commonly present in the SOD genes. Details of these sequences and queries can be found 
in Table A.1.  
A.4.4. RNA Extraction, Purification and cDNA Synthesis 
Total RNA was extracted from cells harvested using a TRIzol-based (TRIzol 
Reagent; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) method previously described [167]. Within 24 
h of extraction, RNA cleanup was performed using a Qiagen RNEasy Cleanup Kit 
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA), and samples were stored at −80 °C. Total RNA was then 
reverse transcribed to cDNA using iScript™ cDNA Synthesis Kit (BioRad Laboratories, 
Hercules, CA, USA). All samples were checked for concentration and purity after each 
step using a NanoDrop 2000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo-Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 
MA, USA). All cDNA samples were stored at −20 °C until subsequent PCR 
quantification. 
A.4.5. Quantitative PCR Assays 
Expression of SOD genes was examined by quantitative PCR assays (qPCR) 
using SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR Green Supermix (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, 
CA) and gene specific forward and reverse primers (Table A.2) designed using Primer3 
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online software [212]. Reactions were performed per BioRad SYBR Green protocol 
guidelines and quantified using a CFX96 thermal cycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, 
CA, USA). 
The 18s ribosomal DNA was used as a reference in the gene expression 
experiments, with β-tubulin used as a positive control rather than a reference gene. This 
use of β-tubulin in this manner provided proof of consistent quantification across all 
experiments and revealed an expected range of variation within the protocol. Expression 
of each SOD gene was obtained from the threshold cycle values normalized against 18s 
rDNA in each sample. All qPCRs were performed in triplicate for each gene per sample. 
For quantitative comparison of gene expression, the expression values for each target 
gene at the early stationary phase (48 h) were expressed as the fold change relative to the 
24 h time point to reflect changes associated with the initiation of aflatoxin biosynthesis, 
which begins at 30 h [203]. All data analysis was performed using CFX Manager 
software (Version 3.1, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA, 2012). 
 
A.4.6. Aflatoxin Supplementation Experiments 
For aflatoxin supplementation studies, 0.5 g of AFS10 mycelia were collected 
from YES media at 24 and 48 h and each placed in 12-well trays containing 1 mL of their 
culture media. Total aflatoxin (in 70% methanol solution) isolated from an SU-1 culture 
using our standard chloroform-methanol isolation procedure [213] was added to each 
sample well at a final concentration of 50 ppm. The control mycelia were supplemented 
with an equal volume of 70% methanol solution. After a 4 h incubation, mycelia were 
transferred to 1 mL of 1 μM DCFH-DA in PBS substrate for an additional 1 hour 
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incubation in the dark before being measured (in triplicate) for DCF fluorescence. 
Aflatoxin uptake into the mycelia during the incubation period was quantified by 
measuring total percent removal of aflatoxin from the medium every hour until 4 h and 
by measuring the total accumulation of aflatoxin in the mycelium in parallel, after 4 h. 
Percent removal of aflatoxin from the medium was calculated as follows: Percent 
removal = ((Initial total aflatoxin in the supplementation medium − total aflatoxin in the 
medium at a time point)/Initial total aflatoxin in the supplementation medium) × 100. 
Aflatoxin was quantified in the medium as described below. Aflatoxin accumulation in 
the mycelium was measured after washing three times with PBS buffer followed by 
extracting aflatoxin from the mycelium using a chloroform: methanol procedure as 
described previously [200]. Aflatoxin in the extract was then measured using an enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Dead cells of AFS10 obtained upon autoclaving at 
121 °C for 15 min were used in the uptake experiments as controls for free diffusion 
systems. Loss of viability in these cells was confirmed prior to experimentation by 
confirming their inability to grow in fresh growth medium. 
 
A.4.7. Aflatoxin Quantification 
Qualitative comparisons of aflatoxin accumulation in the growth media were 
performed using thin-layer chromatography (TLC) as described previously [214]. 
Quantification of aflatoxin for the aflatoxin uptake experiments was performed using a 
Veratox for Aflatoxin ELISA kit (Neogen Food Safety, Lansing, MI, USA) and measured 
on a Stat Fax 4700 Microstrip Reader (Awareness Technologies, Palm City, FL, USA).  
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A.4.8. Statistical Analyses 
Statistical analyses for this study were conducted using the GraphPad Prism 
Software (GraphPad, CA, USA). The statistical significance of two-tailed p-values were 
determined using an unpaired t-test, using n = 3 and p < 0.05. For the gene expression 
studies, a two-fold increase or decrease in transcript level was our cutoff for comparing 




A.5. FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
 
Figure A.1. Decrease of total ROS during activation of aflatoxin biosynthesis. (a) 
Comparison of (i) aflatoxin accumulation and (ii) Gene expression levels relative to 24 h 
of three aflatoxin pathway genes in SU-1 and AFS10. (b) Comparison of total ROS at 24 
h and 48 h. The error-bars represent standard error of the mean. The two-tailed P-value 
was determined using unpaired t-test (GraphPad statistical software). #, Significant 
difference of transcript levels between 24 h and 48 h (p-value < 0.05, n = 3); * Significant 





Table A.1. Amino acid sequences of the SODs analyzed in the study. The names of 
the SODs as annotated in the gene bank database and their accession numbers are 
mentioned above each sequence within the shaded rows. 

















CuZnSOD1 (Gene bank accession number EED46237.1) 
MVKAVAVLRGDSKISGTVTFEQADANAPTTVSWNITGHDANAERAFHVHQFGDNTNGCTSAGPHFNPFGKEHGAPED
ENRHVGDLGNFKTDAEGNAVGSKQDKLIKLIGAESVLGRTLVIHAGTDDLGRSEHPESKKTGNAGARPACGVIGIAA 












Table A.2. A bioinformatics analysis of the SOD annotated amino acid sequences. 
(A) Results from a search of the conserved domain signatures of SODs. Two sequences, 
CuZnSOD1 and MnSOD (shaded cells) show the typical SOD signatures. (B) (i) Results 
from a study of the detection of the most frequent patterns of the SODs available in the 
PROSITE database. A total of 390 SOD sequences were analyzed. The cells with the four 
most frequent patterns are highlighted in the table. (ii) Results from the analysis of the 
four most frequent patterns within the sequences (CuZnSOD cytosolic, FeSOD, 
FeSODA) that did not show conserved domain signatures. 
 
2A. Presence of signatures of conserved domains 
Gene Conserved Domain Conserved Sequence 
FeSOD None  None 
FeSOD A None  None 
CuZnSOD1 
CuZn superoxide dismutase signature 1 AFHVHQfGDnT 
CuZn superoxide dismutase signature 2 GNAGaRpACgvI 
CuZnSOD cytosolic None  None 
MnSOD                             






A.2B. Analysis of SOD frequency patterns in FeSOD, FeSOD A and CuZnSOD 
cytosolic. (i). Frequency data for the presence of frequency patterns in the 390 SODs 
within the PROSITE database. 
ID Patterns 
Sites corresponding to the 
Patterns  Frequency 
PS00001 ASN_GLYCOSYLATION (pattern)  N-glycosylation site  302 
PS00004 CAMP_PHOSPHO_SITE (pattern) 
 cAMP- and cGMP-dependent protein 
 kinase phosphorylation site  47 
PS00005 PKC_PHOSPHO_SITE (pattern)  Protein kinase C phosphorylation site  273 
PS00006 CK2_PHOSPHO_SITE (pattern)  Casein kinase II phosphorylation site  331 
PS00007 TYR_PHOSPHO_SITE (pattern)  Tyrosine kinase phosphorylation site  37 
PS00008 MYRISTYL (pattern)  N-myristoylation site  387 
PS00009 AMIDATION (pattern)  Amidation site  35 
PS00016 RGD (pattern)  Cell attachment sequence  38 
PS00017 ATP_GTP_A (pattern) 
 ATP/GTP-binding site motif A (P-
loop) 14 
PS00342 MICROBODIES_CTER (pattern) 
 Microbodies C-terminal targeting 
signal  34 
PS50310 ALA_RICH (profile)  Alanine-rich region profile  2 
PS50321 ASN_RICH (profile)  Asparagine-rich region profile  1 





ii) Frequency of occurrence of the most frequent patterns in FeSOD, FeSOD A and 
CuZnSOD cytosolic 
4 most frequent sites in 
SODs (from table above) 





N-myristoylation site G-[EDRKHPFYW]-x(2) 
-[STAGCN]-[P] 
5 4 15 
CK-2 phosphorylation site [ST]-x(2)-[DE] 3 1 7 
N-glycosylation site N-[P]-[ST]-[P] 3 1 1 
Protein kinase C  
phosphorylation site 





Table A.3. List of primers used in the study. 
Genes Primer Sequences 
1.   nor-1 
 
2.  ver-1 
 
3.  -tubulin 
 
4.  FeSOD 
 




7. CuZnSOD cytosolic 
 
8. MnSOD  
F  5’-CACTTAGCCAGCACGATCAA-3’ 
R  5’-ATGATCATCCGACTGCCTTC-3’ 
F  5’-AACACTCGTGGCCAGTTCTT-3’ 
R  5’-ATATACTCCCGCGACACAGC-3’ 
F  5’- TCTCCAAGATCCGTGAGGAG-3’ 
R  5’- TTCAGGTCACCGTAAGAGGG- 3’ 
F  5’-GAGATGGCCTCCGTATTCAA-3’ 
R  5’- CATCAATCCTTCCCTCTCCA-3’ 
F  5’-CCAAGGAGGACATCACCACT-3’ 
R  5’-GCATAGGTCTTGATGCCGAT-3’ 
F  5’-CACCAGTTCGGTGACAACAC-3’ 
R  5’- GTGTTCACTACGGCCAAGGT-3’ 
F  5’-CCTCCTTGCAATACAACCGT-3’ 
R  5’-GTCTTCCTTCGCCTCTTCCT-3’ 
F  5’-CCACATCAACCACTCCCTCT-3’ 





Figure A.2. Comparison of SOD gene expression in SU-1 and AFS10. Quantitative 
PCR (qPCR) comparison of SOD gene expression in the two strains at 24 and 48 h of 
culture growth. All expression quantifications were conducted in triplicate. For each gene 
the expression value was normalized against the 18s rRNA reference gene and compared 
to a β-tubulin control. The expression values for each target gene at early stationary phase 
(48 h) were expressed as the fold change relative to 24 h time point. Fold changes ≥2.0 
were considered up- or down-regulated. All data and statistical analysis (Student’s t-test) 
were performed using CFX Manager software (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Compared to 24 h 
gene expression, Fesod showed a significant decrease in both the wild-type (2.1-fold; p = 
0.003) and AFS10 (3.9-fold; p < 0.001); FesodA showed no significant change for either 
strain; CuZnsod expression did not change in the WT, but showed a 2.1-fold increase (p 
= 0.003) in AFS10; CuZnsod1 showed a large, significant decrease in expression for both 
the WT (22.4-fold; p = 0.001) and AFS10 (26.4-fold; p < 0.001); Mnsod had a 
dramatically significant 36.2-fold increase in gene expression in the WT (p < 0.001), and 
an even greater 69.8-fold increase in AFS10 (p < 0.001) compared 24 h expression. (Raw 
gene expression data is included as supplementary Figure S1). * indicates statistically 




Figure A.3. Aflatoxin supplementation to AFS10. (a) Effect on total ROS. A 
quantitative comparison of ROS in AFS10 supplemented with 50 ppm aflatoxin (in 70% 
methanol) and a 70% methanol control was conducted. Total ROS was quantified at 24 h 
and 48 h of growth + 4 h of incubation in 1 μM 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescein diacetate 
(DCFH-DA) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) substrate with the corresponding AF 
concentration. Error-bars represent SEM. (*) denotes statistically significant difference (p 
< 0.05; n = 3) in ROS compared to the 70% methanol control for the corresponding 
growth time. (b) Cellular uptake of aflatoxin during aflatoxin supplementation. (i) 
Percent removal of aflatoxin from the supplementation medium in live cells of 24 h and 
48 h AFS10. The percent removal was calculated at every hour until 4 h to compare the 
aflatoxin removal pattern by live cells with the dead cells that allow free diffusion from 
the medium into the cells. (ii) Percent aflatoxin accumulation in the mycelium of 24 h 
and 48 h cultures. Aflatoxin in the mycelia of live cells was compared to the dead cells. 
Error-bars represent SEM. a, statistically significant difference (p < 0.05; n = 3) in 
aflatoxin levels with 0 h, b, statistically significant difference (p < 0.05; n = 3) in 
aflatoxin levels between 24 h and 48 h cultures, c, statistically significant difference (p < 
0.05; n = 3) in aflatoxin levels between live and dead cells at a particular time-point. (c) 
Comparison of SOD gene expression in aflatoxin supplemented and control AFS10. 
qPCR comparison of SOD gene expression in the control and 4 h aflatoxin supplemented 
cells. The gene expression values were normalized against the 18s rRNA reference gene. 
Fold changes ≥2.0 were considered up- or down-regulated. All data and statistical 






Figure A.4. Proposed model for total ROS management in A. parasiticus. Based on 
our current findings and previous reports we propose that aflatoxin-dependent protection 
occurs in one or a combination of the following ways: (a) utilization of ROS in the 
biochemical steps of the biosynthesis pathway [193], (b) aflatoxin-dependent reduction of 
ROS in cells at exponential growth phase (current study) and (c) aflR- dependent 
reduction of ROS (current study) possibly through its gene regulatory impacts outside the 
aflatoxin pathway gene cluster [204, 205]. Aflatoxin-dependent biochemical processes 
that sequester ROS still remain uncharacterized (green dashed arrow). Pink arrows 
indicate the sources of ROS accumulation. These include ROS generation from primary 
metabolic processes, secondary ROS generated from aflatoxin biosynthesis [203], and 
ROS generated upon aflatoxin uptake by cells during stationary phase of growth (based 
on aflatoxin supplementation data from 48 h AFS10 cultures in the current study). The 
mechanisms that result in ROS accumulation upon cellular uptake of aflatoxin remains 
uncharacterized (pink dashed arrow). The model can now explain the physiological need 
of the cells to co-regulate secondary metabolism (in this case, aflatoxin biosynthesis) and 
oxidative stress response through the bZIP proteins [163, 184-191]. Red arrows indicate 
the contributions of the current study. The molecular mechanism of aflR-mediated 
regulation of SOD genes remains uncharacterized (red dashed arrow) and will be 
investigated in our follow up studies. 
 
 
 
